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Development of innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype that reduces water and
detergent consumption in the washing process according to variable dishwasher capacity
and types
Murat Hacı1, Zafer Kahraman1, İhsan Arslantekin1, Hakan Serhad Soyhan2,3
1
Öztiryakiler Madeni Eşya San. Ve Tic. A.Ş, R&D Technology Center
34500 Büyükçekmece, İstanbul, Turkey
2
Sakarya University, Faculty of Engineering, Department of Mechanical Engineering
54050 Serdivan, Sakarya, Turkey
3
Team-SAN Ltd. Sti., Esentepe Campus, Sakarya University, 54050, Sakarya, Turkey
zkahraman@oztiryakiler.com.tr
Abstract: Industrial dishwashers, which are widely used in the field of an industrial kitchen, are among the indispensable products. It stands
out with its efforts to reduce water and detergent consumption in industrial dishwashers, and the consumers' preference for these products is
increasing. Our company produces industrial dishwashers in various models and capacities. Unlike our existing products and our
competitors’ products, the washing area and the products to be washed are technically detected by the users in R&D studies. An innovative
prototype has been designed and developed that contributes to the reduction of detergent consumption. In the industrial kitchen sector, for
the first time in our country, variable dish capacity (providing washing specific to various filling capacities) with an innovative smart
technology (providing washing only in the filled section with the detection system) that reduces water and detergent consumption in the
washing process according to their types (glass/plate, spoon/fork, etc.) is applied to the industrial dishwashers. It has been ensured that the
industrial dishwasher prototype is obtained with several new and innovative features compared to the original and existing industrial
dishwashers reducing water and detergent consumption. R&D studies have been made by using engineering calculations, simulations, and
experiments in cooperation with industry-universities.
Keywords: INDUSTRIAL DISHWASHERS, WASHING AND CLEANING SYSTEMS, WATER AND DETERGENT CONSUMPTION,
WASHING PERFORMANCE
(washing arm, distribution of dishes, etc.) according to different
dish areas [2].

1. Introduction
Industrial dishwashers, which are widely used in the industrial
kitchen area, are indispensable products. Our company
manufactures industrial dishwashers in various models and
capacities. Different from our existing industrial dishwashers and
imported products, the washing zone and the products to be washed,
which are filled by users for various capacities (eg 1/2, 1/4, and 3/4,
etc.) It is aimed to obtain an innovative prototype that will
contribute to energy saving as well as reducing water and detergent
consumption through technological sensing.

Saker and his team, in household dishwashers and washing
machines, use of hot water in the washing process, detergent
consumption, energy efficiency, etc. have made assessments [3].
Bundgaard and his team made evaluations on energy efficiency
in line with the Ecodesign Directive in 2017. They evaluated the
developments in energy efficiency [4].
Although there are various researches on household products
for energy efficiency, this study will be the first study in the field of
industrial dishwashers with data based on R&D systematics [5-10].

For the first time in the industrial kitchen area, activities were
carried out to develop the washing process, which provides energysaving and variable dish capacity (basket filling capacities specific
to the dishes to be washed) and types (glass/plate, spoon/fork, etc.)
based on R&D systematic studies. In addition, with the original
design and prototype manufacturing of an innovative smart
industrial dishwasher prototype that reduces water and detergent
consumption, a commercialized prototype that has different
technological features from our current product has been developed
with the cooperation of industry-university.

It is not possible to make a selection according to the filling
capacity and types of dishes to be washed. For this reason, the
innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype, which was
obtained through R&D project studies, stands out with its
contribution to both saving energy and reducing water and detergent
consumption, specific to dish capacity and types.

2. Methodology

The most important innovative aspect is to obtain a uniquely
designed industrial smart dishwasher prototype, which, unlike our
industrial dishwashers, will save energy and reduce water and
detergent consumption in the washing process according to variable
dish capacities and types.

In the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype, four
washing and four rinsing arms are placed above and below the
washing basket.
The placement and movement directions of the washing and
rinsing arms of the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype
are given in Figure 1.

Mohedano and his team from England investigated the cleaning
process of dishes contaminated with egg yolk by simulation
modeling and experimentally in domestic automatic dishwashers
using a fast camera kit at different washing temperatures (30°C and
55°C). They reported that the modeling created according to
different parameters gave results compatible with the test data [1].
Mohedano and his team analyzed the water movement during
the washing process in household dishwashers with camera data
processing (Positron Emission Particle Tracking - PEPT) and
simulation analysis (Computational Fluid Dynamic - CFD) at the
different pump and wash arm speeds, with/without detergent, empty
state and the full basket. situations etc. analyzed according to the
variables. They emphasized that the detergent effect can be
neglected in the water flow and the importance of design data

Fig. 1 The placement and movement directions of the washing and rinsing
arms of the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype (top view).
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The schematic representation of the innovative smart industrial
dishwasher prototype according to the different filling capacities of
the dishes sensor detection system is given in Figure 2.

3. Experimental procedure
Testing and evaluation activities were carried out after the
prototype manufacturing and assembly of innovative smart
industrial dishwashers that save energy and reduce water and
detergent consumption in the washing process according to variable
dish capacities and types.

There is always hot water in the washing chamber under the
innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype washing basket.
The temperature-sensitive infrared sensor located in the middle of
the upper part of the prototype detects lower temperatures than the
empty dish basket area (red area) due to the shadowing of the
products (plates, forks, spoons, etc.) in the area filled with dishes on
the washing basket. The area filled with the products (plates, forks,
spoons, etc.) to be washed on the washing basket is perceived as
green by the sensor.

Various examples from the evaluations made with the infrared
sensor used in the testing and evaluation phase are given in Figures
5-7. While the green areas on the dish basket show the area filled
with the plates to be washed, the red area shows the empty areas on
the dish basket.

Fig. 5 Evaluations with the infrared sensor on the innovative smart
industrial dishwasher prototype (full capacity).

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the dish detection system of the
innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype (top view).

The visual of the original designed innovative smart industrial
dishwasher prototype is given in Figure 3.

Fig. 6 Evaluations with the infrared sensor on the innovative smart
industrial dishwasher prototype (half-full capacity).

Fig. 3 Front view of the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype.

The interior view of the innovative smart industrial dishwasher
prototype (washing chamber and wash-rinse arms) is given in
Figure 4.

Fig. 7 Evaluations with the infrared sensor on the innovative smart
industrial dishwasher prototype (1/4 full capacity).

In the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype, the
control panel showing the filling ratio (%) according to the basket
filling area is given in Figure 8.

Fig. 4 Appearance of the washing chamber and wash-rinse arms of the
innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype.
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Fig. 8 The control panel of basket filling capacity (8% full - blue part in
basket area / lower left part) in innovative smart industrial dishwasher
prototype.

At the first stage of the research, our dishwasher spent 1530 g of
detergent when it is washing with full capacity. This is reduced to
580 g/hour and 950 g of detergent remained by using the innovative
smart industrial dishwasher prototype.
By operating the innovative smart industrial dishwasher
prototype at different capacities (1/2, 3/4, 1/4) without reaching full
capacity, we have achieved the same amount of reduction both in
detergent consumption and energy consumption comparing to the
full capacity.

4. Conclusions
The outputs obtained through R&D project studies on the
innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype are given below;
With research-based on R&D systematics, at least 25% energy
consumption reduction (4,125 kW/h) has been achieved by using
the innovative smart industrial dishwasher prototype compared to
our existing industrial dishwasher (OBY 500 model – 5.5 Kw/h).
At least a 25% reduction in water and detergent consumption
(35 items of washing in 1 hour) compared to our existing industrial
dishwasher (OBY 500 model – water consumption: 98 lt/h and
detergent/rinse aid consumption: 0.5 Lt/h) is obtained by using the
innovative prototype.
The design-specific innovative industrial dishwasher prototype
is provided to wash with variable dish capacity (for example, 1/2,
1/4, and 3/4 at different basket filling rates) and types (glass/plate,
fork/spoon, etc.).
For the first time in the industrial kitchen sector, the innovative
smart industrial dishwasher prototype, which saves energy and
reduces water and detergent consumption in the washing process
according to variable dish capacities and types, has been achieved
through R&D activities carried out in industry-university
cooperation.
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Development of mechanism and machine mechanics in Belarus and interaction with
Bulgarian scientific and engineering centers and associations part 2. Input of Belarusian
scientists in mechanism and machine mechanics and interaction with Bulgarian scientific
centers and BAPT
Starzhinsky V.E.1, Algin V.B.2, Shil„ko S.V.1, Antonyuk V.E.2, Goman A.M.2, Sosnovsky L.A.3, Kane M.M.4, Sergienko V.P.1,
Bukharov S.N.1, Kozhushko V.V.1
V.A. Belyi Metal-Polymer Research Institute of NASB1 – Gomel, Belarus, Joint Institute of Mechanical Engineering of NASB2 – Minsk, Belarus,
Belarusian State University of Transport3 – Gomel, Belarusian National Technical University4 – Minsk, Belarus
E-mail: star_mpri@mail.ru, vladimir,algin@gmail.com, shilko_mpri@mail.ru
Abstract. This part of the paper devoted to the development of mechanism and machine mechanics in Belarus and cooperation with
Bulgarian official and public organizations (see the first part of the paper). Successively the input in mechanism and machine terminology,
standardization (elaboration of complex of standards on reliability, tribo-fatigue, gear failure modes etc.), quality management (system,
techniques and tools, quality factors of machines and their components, methods of designing gear manufacturing processes etc.) are
covered. It is considered informational support above mentioned topic through the edition of scientific journals; participation of Belorussian
and Bulgarian scientist and engineers in international conferences, provided by one or other parties, as well as third one; interaction
between scientific institutions.
KEY WORDS: IFToMM TERMINOLOGY, REFERENCE-DICTIONARY BOOK, STANDARDIZATION, QUALITY MANAGEMENT,
INFORMATIONAL SUPPORT, CONFERENCES, INTERACTION.
terminology as well as in translation notions on Russian and editing
terms and definitions. Members of PC A from the member
organization Belarus (Vladimir B. Algin, Victor E. Starzhinsky,
Mark M. Kane and Serge V. Shil‟ko) took part in formation of
Chapters “12. Gearing” and “15. Quality parameters of machines
and their components” as well as in translation on Russian Chapters
“14. Transportation machinery and logistics” and “16. Compliant
mechanisms”. Assignment was fulfilled on-line and was discussed
on regular working meetings: 19th – Kaunas, Lithuania (2000); 20th
– Mezotur, Hungary (2002); 21st – Bardejov Spa, Slovakia (2005);
22nd – Lyon, France (2008); 23th – Minsk-Gomel, Belarus (2010);
24th – Ilmenau, Germany (2012); 25th – Saint-Petersburg, Russia
(2014); 26th – Bucharest, Romania (2016). Terminological activity
of PC A is presented in references [16-23].

1. Introduction
The significant role of terminology in the effective functioning and
development of the corresponding scientific discipline is well
known. Only a carefully thought out terminological system can play
such a role, the general principles of the formation and correction of
which were timely developed by the committee of scientific and
technical terminology of the USSR Academy of Sciences [1-3]. In
the field of mechanics and interfacing disciplines analogous work
was developed by Academician A.Yu. Ishlinsky [4], Prof. N.I.
Levitsky [5, 6], Prof. A.F. Krainev [7] and others. Under IFToMM
aegis terminological issues on the mechanism and machine theory
have been edited in 1983 [8], 1991 [9] and 2003 [10]; afterwards
the electronic version has been elaborated by Prof. A. KleinBreteler [11]. Profound analysis of the structure and contents of
sources [9, 10] was fulfilled by Prof. E.E. Peisakh [12, 13]. Authors
got into the topic in the early two thousands. Functioning of
terminological systems immediately connected with its adjustment
and standardization in the beginning in day standard the notions,
concerning the subject matter of involved discipline are given. It is
known many international and national standards regulating and
notions in different branches of mechanism and machine
mechanics.
In the paper the standards elaborated by authors are presented.
For additional information on outstanding problems in gearing
standardization somebody can address to literature sources [14, 15].
Problems concerning the quality management systems, methods and
tools are discussed besides.
Informational support of mechanism and machine mechanics
research, developed by Belarusian academic and university centers,
is performed through the help of journals issue, participation in the
scientific and engineering conferences, carrying out by native and
international organizers, as well as collaboration with foreign
countries scientists, and specifically Balkan ones (multiannual
collaboration with university and engineering centers of Bulgaria,
Serbia, Romania, periodic participation and publishing in
conference proceedings “Plastics in mechanical engineering”,
“Power transmissions”, KOD, IRMES, in collection of scientific
papers “Machine design” and others).

3. Reference-dictionary book on gearing
In parallel with working under terminology in PC A the assignment
was carried out under thematic reference-dictionary book, volume
of which gradually expand and supplemented with new additional
terms and divisions: 2002 – 68 p.; 2004 – 90 p.; 2007 – 186 p.; 2008
– 190 p.; 2011 – 220 p. [24].
The main divisions of Dictionary – are on four IFToMM
languages – English, French, German, Russian, separate ones are in
English-Russian. Source [24] includes, except true dictionary and
alphabetical indexes, following divisions:

Dictionary on gearing. Russian-English-German-French.

Index-English.

Index-German.

Index-French.

Basic terms of geometrical parameters for cylindrical, bevel,
hypoid and worm gear pairs. Illustrated dictionary.

Illustrated dictionary of terms for gear cutting tools.

Table 1. Geometrical and kinematic parameters and elements
of gears and gear pairs. Terms and symbols. Principal subscripts
and signs.

Table 2. Extraction from electronic dictionary “IFToMM
Terminology for Mechanism and Machine Science” Chapter 12.
Gearing. Terms and definitions.

Table 3. Spiroid Gears. Terms and definitions.

Table 4. Facial toothed joints and gearings. Terms and
definitions.

Table 5. Accuracy and inspection of gearing. Terms and
symbols for indices of gear accuracy and inspected parameters.

Table 6. Calculation of bending strength, pitting resistance,
scuffing and service life of gears. Terms and symbols.

2. Terminology development by Belarusian scientists
in the frame of activity of IFToMM Permanent
Commission on standardization of terminology
Participation of Belarusian scientists in the activity of IFToMM
Permanent Commission “Standardization of terminology for MMS”
(PC A) was consisted in development of separate chapters of
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Table 7. Calculation of scuffing load capacity of gears. Terms
and symbols.

Table 8. Forms and location of tooth contact pattern.
Illustrated list of terms.

Table 9. Modes of gears failures. Terms.

Modes of gears failures. Indexes.

Index-Russian.

Index-English.

Index-German.

Index-French.

Appendix 1. Gear classification (Rus., Engl.).

Appendix 2. Methods and ways of formation of facial teeth.
Basic terms and definitions (Rus., Engl.).

Appendix 3. Basic methods and ways of machining of facial
teeth (Rus., Engl.)

References.
Separate details on the contents of dictionary divisions it can be
found in the references [23, 25].

countries and abroad, bibliographical reviews and recensions on
new books, new developments aimed on increasing machine wear
resistance. Journal contents is presented on site: http://mpri.org.by,
electronic version – on site: http://elibrary.ru. Since 2007 English
version of the Journal is issued and placed on site
http://springerlink.com.
International scientific and technical Journal “Polymer
Materials and Technologies” is issued since 2015. Remit of the
Journals devotes to traditional and new technologies of polymer
composite materials and goods, technological equipment, test
techniques. The topical reviews, recensions, information about
scientific conferences and exhibitions on Journal subject matter are
published too. Full-text Journal version is sited at above indicated
site: http://mpri.org.by.

6.2. Scientific and engineering conferences
The Joint Institute of Mechanical Engineering of National Academy
of Science of Belarus (JIME) is a leading scientific organization in
Belarus in the field of mechanics and mechanical engineering. It is
the organizer of scientific forums on mechanics and innovations in
mechanical engineering, which is provided, alternately, every year.
Information support to the forums is rendered by internet site
“Scientific
conferences
of
Russian
Federation”
(http://naconferencii.ru/), internet site of JIME (http://oim.by/), and
Journal one “Mechanics of Machines, Mechanisms and Materials
(http://mmmm.by/ru/).
Regarding to the forum results the collected papers “Actual
Problems of Machine Science” [44] are issued, separate papers are
published in the above mentioned Journal [43].
The VIII Belarusian Congress on theoretical and applied
mechanics “Mechanics-2019”, have been held of September 2019
in Minsk under the IFToMM aegis; it was presented about 150
papers with participation scientists from Armenia, Australia,
Belarus, China, Serbia, Russia, USA.
In the last International Scientific-Technical Conference
“Innovations in Mechanical Engineering 2020” about 90 papers
have been presented. Usually plenary session and three topic
sections are held: 1. Machine design; 2. Reliability, dynamics,
strength, wear resistance; 3. Engineering materials and
technologies. The main topic was touched upon subject
“Electromobiles”.
In accordance with the basic directions of fundamental and
applied investigations – material science and tribology – Metal
Polymer Research Institute of National Academy of Science of
Belarus (MPRI) is organizer of national and international
conferences of on application of polymer composites in industry
(1964, 1966, 1969, 1971, 1974, 1980, 1984,, 1998, 2000);
periodically it was provided international conferences and seminar
on tribology “About Nature of Friction of Solids” (1969 and 2002),
“New Materials and Technologies in Tribology” (Kosmotrib2004”). Since the 2005 both directions were jointed under name
“Polycomtrib”. At the regular one (2019) the following topic
sections are worked: tribology, structure and properties of
composite materials; tribomaterials science; mechanics of polymer
composites and modeling, where in the whole 75 oral ones, 96
poster ones and 54 distance papers were presented. In the same year
at the seminar “Tribology at the Silk Belt-2019” provided joint by
MPRI and Tsinghua University, Beijing, China famous scientists –
tribologists from Austria, Azerbaidgan, Belarus, China, Great
Britain, Kazakhstan, Lithuania, Russia, Ukraine and Uzbekistan
were presented 28 papers on actual problems of tribology.

4. Standardization in the field of gearing
In the standards and publishing on the thematic the results of
Belarusian scientists‟ activity in the field of gear train and power
transmission standardization are presented [26-39].
State of affair in standardization is analyzed, total amount of
executed work is brought, thematic for normative document is
proposed. Interstate (for CIS countries) and RB national standards
for methods of technological process design of gear manufacturing
[26], complex of standards on wear-fatigue testing methods [27-31],
having immediate relation to gears; standards on the durability
normalization [32, 33] and modes of gear failures [34-38] are
elaborated. There is need for development of preparation of projects
on prognosis of industrial drive gear train resource; load capability
of bevel gears, as well as elaboration of software and creation of
data base and results of computation on strength and durability of
cylindrical and bevel gear trains [39].

5. Quality management of engineering products and
gear drives
In [40] the global experience of development of quality
management system (QMS) is summarized. It is engaged
information of QMS in USSR, USA, Japan, Germany, France.
Methodology of creation, adoption and perfection QMS on the base
standard ISO series are showed. The core goals, problems,
principles and methods of realization of general quality
management are described. In particular, the gear quality problem is
considered too in [26, 41, 42].
In the frame of competence and purposes of the IFToMM
Permanent Commission on Terminology the division, executed as a
“Chapter 15. Quality parameters of machines and their
components” is elaborated [17, 20].

6. Informational support of the scientific direction
6.1. Journals issued by JIME and MPRI NASB
International scientific and engineering journal “Mechanics of
machines, mechanisms and materials” is issued by JIME from 2007,
in it the papers in Russian (with abstracts in English) or English are
published [43]. The main sections are general problems of
mechanics; mobile machine mechanics; strength of machines and
structures, mechanical engineering components; material science,
mechanics of rigid deformed body. Journal includes in the systems
of Russian scientific citation (RINC), paper are presented in
scientific electronic library: http://elibrary.ru; journal site:
http://mmmm.by/ru/.
International scientific journal “Friction and Wear” is foremost
full-text one in the CIS-countries sources of information about
circumstance of investigations in the field of friction, wear and
lubrication and their practical applications. Journal contains
information about events in the field of tribology in the CIS-

6.3. Participation of Belarusian scientists in the Bulgarian
National conferences “Plastic in mechanical engineering”
and
International
BAPT
conferences
“Power
Transmissions” (1976-2020).
Since 1976 Belarusian scientist take of active participation in
Bulgarian scientific forums. Primary contacts were established in
1976, when head of MPRI laboratory Victor E. Starzhinsky
presented paper [45] on the National Bulgarian conference “Plastic
in mechanical engineering”, which program presented at the Fig. 1
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gear trains; composite materials on the base of timber and polymers;
polymeric coatings on the metal goods of different assignment. In
the process of collaboration both sides were exchanged experience
(V.E. Starzhinsky, 1984, 1988 – Sofia, Bulgaria; B. Belčev, 1986 –
Gomel, USSR)

(left). Then, in 1981, collaborators of MPRI took part in so named
one [46, 47] (see Fig. 1, middle).

7.2. Cooperation between MPRI NASB and Institute of
Mechanics of BAS
MPRI NASB as late as over of number of years collaborates with
Institute of Mechanics of BAS. In the 2012-2016 the cooperation
was carried out in the frame of program FP7-PEOPLE-2012IRSES; agreement on the equivalent exchange scheme on the
project “Ultrasound diagnostics of substantially inhomogeneous
condensed matter and metal-polymer composites” was fulfilled in
2017-2019; to the 2020-2023 the cooperation within the science for
peace and security program have been planned.
Innovative nondestructive testing and advanced composite
repair of pipelines with volumetric surface defects (INNOPIPES)
(2012-2016) (Fig. 3). MPRI NASB jointly with partners was
elaborated the new compounds and technologies of polymer
materials for repair of pipelines with internal and surface defects
[60, 61].

Fig. 1. Programs of Bulgarian National conferences “Plastics in
Mechanical Engineering” (1976, 1981) and International congress
“Gear Transmissions-1995” with participation of speakers from
Belarus.
As is well known the first conference with a gearing topic, – named
of “Gear Transmissions”, has been held in Bulgaria in 1995, where
by Victor E. Starzhinsky with coauthors two papers [48, 49] were
presented (conference program see on Fig. 1, right). S.V. Shil‟ko
was participate in the National Congress of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics (Sofia, 1998) with reports ‟‟Structural Simulation of
Supercompressible Materials‟‟ and "Biomechanical Aspect of
Orthopedic Stomatology". By way of illustration of international
collaboration of scientists from different countries at the BAPT
conferences let us show the photo of rendezvous scientists from the
Belarus, Bulgaria, Russia and Serbia (Fig. 2).

Fig. 3. Cooperation between the Metal-Polymer Research Institute
of NASB (MPRI NASB) and Bulgarian Institute of Mechanics of
BAS in the frame of the 7th Framework Programme ES Project No
318874 (2012-2016).
Ultrasound diagnostics of substantially inhomogeneous
condensed matter and metal-polymer composites (2017-2019). In
the course of project, the theoretical models of glued joint of
composite with metallic base frame was elaborated and
nondestructive testing method was realized (Fig. 4) [62-64].

Fig. 2. Participants of the 2nd International BAPT Conference
“Power Transmissions-2006”, (Novi Sad, Serbia and Montenegro,
April 25-26, 2006,) Standing: Siniša Kuzmanovič (Serbia),
Veniamin Golgfarb (Russia), Victor Starzhinsky (Belarus); sitting:
conference secretary, Kiril Arnaudov (Bulgaria).
Eventually Belarusian scientists took part and presented
numerous papers at the grate part of International BAPT
conferences “Power Transmissions”: the 1st (2003) [50, 51], the 2nd
(2006) [52, 53], the 3rd (2009) [54], the 6th (2019) [55] and the 7th
(2020) [56, 57] ones.
It can be noted that achievements of Belarusian specialists in
many respects based on treatises of famous Bulgarian scientists [58,
59].

Fig. 4. The same cooperation as indicated on the Fig. 3, in the
Project “Ultrasonic Diagnostics” (2017-2019). Scientific manager
Ass. Prof., Dr. Sc.(Eng.) Vladimir P. Sergienko, Head of
Department “Frictional Material Science” of MPRI NASB, Gomel,
Belarus.

7. Interaction of MPRI NASB with Bulgarian center
on adoption of plastics in mechanical engineering
and Institute of Mechanics of BAS

Development of advanced technology and acoustic multifunctional composites containing nanosize complex modifiers
intended to reduce environmental risks and health hazards (20202023) (an application No G5790). The main goal of the project is to
develop an advanced environmentally friendly technology for
producing new biodegradable composite materials with improved

7.1. Bulgarian center on adoption of plastics
In the eighties of the past age the active cooperation between MPRI
NASB and Bulgarian center on adoption of plastics in mechanical
engineering was organized. The main spheres of adoption have been
confirmed: design and technology of the metal-polymer gears and
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sound insulating and sound absorbing properties. Composites will
reduce noise levels by 8-30 dBA in the specified frequency and
temperature ranges. The main project approach was exposed in the
paper [65].
Collaborative review [66] considers recent advanced technology
published in patents related to the issues of sound absorption and
insulation. It is shown that the traditional ways and methods of
creating acoustic composite materials are largely exhausted. On the
other hand, serious scientific efforts are being made to develop new
acoustic composites based on nanotechnology and the principles of
designing metamaterials.

8.

9.

10.

8. Conclusions
11.
12.

The main results presented in both parts of the paper are as follows.
In the development of mechanism and machine mechanics in
Belarus the basic directions are designated: statistical approach to
the load mode of vehicle transmissions, probabilistic technique of
machine part design, lifetime mechanics and diagnostics of machine
and their transmissions at the light of digital twin concept in
mechanical engineering, as well as terminology and standardization
in gearing and quality management of machines and their
components.
It is note worthily participation of scientists from Belarus in
regular scientific and technical forums such as “Power
Transmissions” (BAPT), KOD (University of Novi Sad, Serbia),
IRMES (University of Nis, Serbia), “Mechanics” and “Innovations
in Mechanical Engineering” (JIME of NASB, Minsk, Belarus),
“Polycomtrib” (MPRI NASB, Gomel, Belarus) and others, their
working in Technical Committees and Permanent Commissions as
well as participation in Congresses of International Federation for
the promotion of mechanism and machine science IFToMM
(Gearing and Transmissions, Multibody Dynamics, Standardization
of Terminology in MMS) and Russian National Committee on
theoretical and applied mechanics. This permits to retrace modern
trends of mechanism and machine mechanics development as well
as applied materials, allowing to correct topics of investigation
properly and to attract famous specialists to declaration with
problem papers in issued in Belarus scientific and technical journals
“Mechanics of Machines, Mechanisms and Materials”, “Trenie i
iznos” (English version “Journal of Friction and Wear”), “Polymer
Materials and Technologies”.
The cooperation between V.A. Belyi Metal Polymer Research
Institute of National Academy of Science of Belarus and Institute of
Mechanics of Bulgarian Academy of Science will be developed in
new joint projects which are presumes the continuation of
successfully realized ones.
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Change of load-bearing capacity of adhesive joints of unequal materials after climatic test
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Abstract: The paper provides an overview of the load-bearing capacity of joints of the same and unequal thin steel sheets formed on different
pretreated surfaces by adhesive bonding. Four types of surface preparation and rubber-based adhesive were tested. The joints were
subjected to a climatic test according to VW: PV1200. The change in the load-bearing capacity of the joints was evaluated on the basis of the
force at the joint failure, the type of failure and on the basis of the load to displacement ratio.
Keywords: DISSIMILAR MATERIALS, SURFACE PREPARATION, ADHESIVE JOINING, CLIMATIC TEST

1. Introduction

Surface roughness

Bonding of materials provides the automotive industry with the
possibility of flexible bonding of materials, which contributes to
higher rigidity, strength and safety of the car body. It is mainly antiflutter bonding to reduce vibration of the outer and inner panels to
each other mainly on horizontal closure panels and less on vertical
panels, hem flange bonding for joining the inside sheets in the hem
flange areas of doors, hoods and tail gates and, finally, sealants to
seal joints and crevices before painting in order to prevent crevice
corrosion attack. Adhesive joints extend the life of the final product
because they are sealed, which has a significant effect on the
corrosion resistance of the body and electrical insulation, which
prevents electrolytic corrosion from the conductive contact of
various metals. Bonding with hot-melt adhesives, self-adhesive
tapes, bonding with solvent and solvent-free adhesives is used. The
main advantage of joining materials by adhesive bonding is the
possibility of joining unequal materials, various metallic materials,
or even metals with glass, composites, ceramics, etc. [1-5]

To assess the effect of surface microgeometry on the strength of
adhesive joints, the surface roughness of base materials was
measured before surface preparation as well as prepared by
mentioned ways a contact profilometer Surftest SJ-201, Mitutoyo,
Japan. The roughness of the materials was assessed according to
ISO 4287 using the parameters Ra (arithmetical mean deviation of
the measured profile), Rz (maximum height of profile at the basic
length), RSm (mean width of the profile elements), non-normalized
value RPc (the mean number of peaks per centimeter).
Adhesive
Structural rubber one component adhesive, heat curing, solvent
free. It demonstrates high oil absorbtion, excellent adhesion on
many substrates and good corrosion protection. Special viscosity of
the product leads to an excellent sag resistance and makes it washoff resistant against aqueous cleaning and pretreatment agents. The
cured material exhibits high strength and is little dependent on
changes in temperature. The curing of the adhesive takes place at a
temperature of 175°C, 25 min. Tensile strength of adhesive is
12 MPa, shear strength according to DIN EN 1465 at 23°C exceeds
15 MPa, service temperature range varies from -40° to 90°C.

The challenge in joining unequal materials by adhesive bonding
is the unequal surface properties of the joined materials - surface
tension, polarity, microgeometry, chemical composition of the
surface layers due to different production history, etc. These
differences can be compensated by different types of surface
preparation, application of suitable primers and the like. [6-14]

Making and testing of joint assemblies
Single lap joints were formed from the mentioned materials, fig.
1 with bond line 12.5 mm and overlap area 12.5x25 mm, according
to DIN EN 1465. The joints were made of the same and different
materials in the following combinations: DC-DC, ZN-ZN and ZNDC. Five joint assemblies were created for each material
combination.

The aim of the experimental work was therefore to determine
the change in the adhesion of the joints of the same and unequal
materials with different surface preparation joined by a rubberbased adhesive after the climatic test VW: PV1200.

2. Materials and Methods
Substrate
Two types of steels were used to form the joints: nongalvanized deep-drawn steel DC04 (hereinafter referred to as DC)
and hot-dip galvanized dual-phase steel HCT600X + Z (hereinafter
referred to as ZN). The mechanical properties of DC04 steel
materials are as follows: YS = 197 MPa, UTS = 327 MPa,
elongation 39%, matt surface finish, Ra = 0.6-1.9 µm,
electrostatically oiled 0.5-2.5 g·m-2. Properties of steel HCT600X +
Z: YS = 346 MPa, UTS = 654 MPa, elongation 23.5%, zinc layer
105 g·m-2, minimized spangle, improved surface, electrostatically
oiled 0.6-2.5 g·m-2. The thickness of the materials was 0.8 mm. Test
panels with dimensions of 25x100 mm were made from sheets.

Fig. 1 Geometry of single lap joint assembly

The determination of the shear strength of the prepared
assemblies by tension loading was performed according to STN EN
1465 on the TiraTest 2300 test device at a test speed of 10 mm.min 1
. The device allows continuous recording of load and crosshead
displacement and records the maximum force when breaking the
joint. After the destruction of the joint, the type of joint failure was
evaluated: adhesive, cohesive, mixed.

Surface preparation
The surface of the substrates was prepared for adhesive bonding by
the following procedures:
- no preparation - joining of oiled substrates
- chromate-free zirconate passivation
- iron phosphating
- zinc phosphating
- application of an alternative organosilane-based adhesion
promoter

Environmental cycle test PV1200
Half of the joints underwent the environment cycle test for
vehicle parts (PV1200). One test cycle is shown in Fig. 2. In total,
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the joints were subjected to 10 test cycles. PV1200 is an
environmental cyclical climate
change
test
(elevated
temperature/low temperature cycle) for testing units, e.g. vehicle
parts in the engine compartment.

of insoluble phosphate crystals grown on the original surface and
the number of peaks has thus more than doubled.
Tab. 1 Roughness of substrates with different preparation

Material – preparation
DC – initial surface
DC – passivation
DC – Fe phosphate
DC – Zn phosphate
DC – organosilane
ZN – initial surface
ZN – passivation
ZN – Fe phosphate
ZN – Zn phosphate
ZN – organosilane

Ra
[µm]
0.87
0.98
0.96
0.96
0.94
1.00
0.75
0.96
0.90
0.62

Rz
[µm]
5.12
5.82
5.86
5.11
4.66
5.11
4.82
5.29
4.87
4.03

RSm
[µm]
300.3
246.8
280.0
137.8
256.8
137.8
89.0
99.6
107.4
83.0

RPc
[-/cm]
34.2
41.46
35.83
72.96
39.86
73.76
112.38
101.42
94.32
120.94

The surfaces of the DC material treated with passivation, iron
phosphate and organosilane are not accompanied by the formation
of new artifacts on the surface, rather they only copy the original
surface, so the number of peaks did not change significantly. In the
case of the ZN material, there was also observed increase in the
number of peaks after the surface treatments compared to the
untreated condition, after all chemical treatments. But, the number
of peaks of ZN material was already double in the original state
compared to DC material. After individual ZN surface preparations
the number of peaks significantly increased compared to DC
material with the same modifications. An increased number of
peaks per centimeter of length indicates an increase in the surface
area of the treated surfaces and thus an increase in the contact area
between the adhesive and the surface-treated material can be
expected. An increase in the contact area could be manifested by an
increase in the strength of the joint, but only if the adhesion of the
passivation, phosphate or organosilane layer to the substrate
exceeds the adhesion of the adhesive to these layers.

Fig. 2 Typical test cycle (PV1200)

3. Results
The initial surfaces of the DC and ZN materials (as supplied)
are shown in Fig. 3.

Strength of assemblies
Fig. 4 shows load-displacement curves for individual joints with
different surface preparation, joints made of the same and unequal
materials and in the as-bonded state as well as after the PV1200
climate test.

DC

no preparation

ZN
Fig. 3 Appearance of material surfaces (as supplied), SEM
Fig. 3 shows that the microgeometry of the two original
surfaces is different. While the surface of the DC material is
characterized by peaks protruding from the surface, the ZN material
is characterized by valleys cut into the surface. Specific values of
individual surface parameters in the initial state, as well as after
surface treatments are given in Tab. 1.

passivation

Tab. 1 shows that the value of the parameters Ra and Rz do not
change significantly for individual materials and surface treatments.
However, the differences between the individual surface treatments
were more clearly reflected in parameters RSm and RPc. The
number of peaks per centimeter of surface length increased in the
DC material compared to the original surface, most clearly in the
zinc phosphate surface, since zinc phosphate consists of a number

iron phosphate
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zinc phosphate

b) as-bonded

organosilane
as bonded

after PV1200 test

Fig. 4 Load – displacement curves of assemblies

The load capacity of DC-DC joints without surface preparation
is very low, around 1 kN. However, ZN-ZN joints without surface
preparation showed significantly higher strength - more than 6 kN.
Mixed joints without surface preparation had a strength between the
strength of DC-DC and ZN-ZN joints, about 5 kN. The higher value
of displacement and the shape of the load curve for mixed joints
indicate that there was a plastic deformation of the substrate with a
lower yield strength - DC. After the climatic test, the bearing
capacity of DC-DC joints increased to 2.5 kN, the bearing capacity
of ZN-ZN joints decreased slightly to 5 kN, and the bearing
capacity of mixed joints did not change. In the case of surface
preparation by chromate-free zirconate passivation and iron
phosphating, the strength of joints made of the same and unequal
materials was kept at the level of 4 kN, both in the as-bonded state
and after the climatic test. However, low values of displacement
joints with chromium-free passivation indicate weaker adhesion of
the adhesive to the substrates, the joints failed without plastic
deformation of the substrates. The adhesion of the adhesive to the
iron phosphate substrates was better compared to chromium-free
passivation, the failure of DC-DC and mixed joints occurred only
after some plastic deformation of the DC material, although the
breaking force was at the same level as in passivated joints.
Preparation by zinc phosphating did not improve the load-bearing
capacity of ZN-ZN joints, their strength decreased to 3 kN, mixed
and DC-DC joints reached a strength of about 4 kN, even after the
climatic test. The surface preparation with the help of organosilicate
was manifested by the bearing capacity of all types of joints slightly
below the value of 4 kN and this did not change after the exposure
in the climatic chamber.

c) after PV1200

d) after PV1200
Fig. 5 Load at failure of tested joint assemblies

Mixed joints, as they are composed of both mentioned materials,
reach a load-bearing capacity somewhere between the load-bearing
values of ZN-ZN and DC-DC joints. It is therefore important to
improve the adhesion to the DC substrate. All tested surface
preparation methods fulfilled this task for mixed joints.
The change in the load-bearing capacity of the joints of unequal
substrates after the climatic test, expressed as a percentage, is
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5 shows the force at failure of joints with different surface
preparation in the as-bonded state and after the PV1200 climate test.
The DC material with no surface preparation had low adhesion
to the adhesive, all types of surface preparation significantly
improved the bonding of the adhesive to the substrate. The ZN
material itself has a suitable microgeometry for anchoring the
adhesive even without surface preparation, ZN-ZN joints achieve
the highest strength values.

Fig. 6 Change in load-bearing capacity of mixed joints after climatic
test

After the climatic test, the load-bearing capacity of mixed joints
with different surface preparation slightly deteriorated from 2.8 to
8.5%, only after the application of organosilane, force at failure, on
the contrary, improved by 4% after the climatic test.
The appearance of failure surfaces in the as-bonded state, as
well as after the PV1200 climate test, is shown in Tab. 2 and 3.

a) as bonded
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Tab. 2 shows the poor adhesion of the adhesive to the DC
substrate (adhesion failure of the joints between the adhesive and
the DC substrate), in particular for joints without surface
preparation, for joints with chromate-free zirconate passivation and
iron phosphate. Cohesive failure occurred in the joints with zinc
phosphate and organosilane, indicating good bonding of the
adhesive to both substrates, which did not deteriorate even after the
climatic test.

Adhesive joints without surface preparation as well as with four
types of chemical surface preparation were tested. A critical factor
appears to be the provision of sufficient adhesion to the nongalvanized DC04 substrate, which does not have a microgeometry
suitable for ensuring good adhesion of adhesive compared to
HCT600X + Z galvanized steel. All tested methods of surface
preparation of DC04 material improved the adhesion of the
adhesive and ensured the bearing capacity of the mixed joints at the
level of the yield strength of the lower strength substrate (DC04),
which is sufficient. A promising surface preparation is the
application of organosilanes, which improved the adhesion to both
substrates, led to a purely cohesive joint failure, and the joint
strength did not deteriorate after the climatic test.

Conclusion
The article brought the results of research focused on the
adhesive bonding of identical and unequal steel-based materials.
Tab. 2 Appearance of joints failure, as-bonded

passivation

iron phosphate

zinc phosphate

organosilane

iron phosphate

zinc phosphate

organosilane

ZN-DC

ZN-ZN

DC-DC

no preparation – oiled

Tab. 3 Appearance of joints failure, after PV1200 test

passivation

ZN-DC

ZN-ZN

DC-DC

no preparation – oiled
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Conditioning and etching of the surface of printed circuit boards holes prior to
metallization
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Abstract: This work is devoted to the study of solutions for the stages of cleaning-conditioning and micro-etching before chemical copper
plating of printed circuit board (PCB) holes. It has been shown that in the presence of a quaternary amine in the conditionin g solution, the
negatively charged initial surface of the PCB holes is recharged. This, apparently, promotes the subsequent electrostatic adsorption of
negatively charged colloidal particles of palladium activator in the holes of the PCB. It was revealed that the presence of copper ions in the
micro-etching solution leads to an increase in the surface roughness, which contributes to an increase in the adhesion strength of the
resulting metal layer to the dielectric.
KEYWORDS: PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, THROUGH HOLES OF PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, ELECTROLESS COPPER
PLATING, METALLIZATION OF THROUGH HOLES, DIELECTRIC SURFACE PREPARATION, SURFACE RECHARGE, MICROETCHING, CLEANING-CONDITIONING.

1. Introduction
The creation of a strong electrical connection between the
layers of printed circuit boards and a conductive pattern on the
surface of the dielectric is one of the most critical stages of the PCB
manufacturing process, which includes the stage of chemical
metallization [1]. The quality of the chemical copper layer in the
holes of the PCB largely depends on the technology of preparing
the dielectric surface for metallization, which includes the stages of
cleaning, conditioning, micro-etching, and palladium activation of
the surface.
Russian standard solutions [2] for preparing the surface of PCB
holes for the process of chemical copper plating do not meet
modern requirements for technological characteristics (resource,
stability, deposition rate, etc.) and properties of coatings, such as
compactness of coatings and adhesion to the base. They have not
found practical application, since they are inferior to imported
counterparts in the listed parameters and manufacturability. Russian
PCB manufacturers use foreign technologies.
The disadvantages of using imported compositions are their
high cost, the need for a warehouse reserve due to possible
interruptions in supplies, as well as the risks of termination of
supplies in the context of the imposition of sanctions.

Fig.1. Test coupons of foil-clad (1) and non-foil (2) FR-4 dielectric
The etching rate was determined by the gravimetric method.
Samples of rolled sheet copper 2 × 2.5 cm in size, pretreated in a
cleaning-conditioning solution, were dried and weighed on an
analytical balance. Then, the surface was etched in the solutions
under study, the samples were again dried and weighed. The etching
rate (μm / min) was calculated using the formula (1):

ν=

2. Preconditions and means for resolving the problem

𝛥𝑚 ∙104
𝜌 ∙𝑆∙𝜏

(1),

where ∆m - the difference in masses before and after etching the
surface of the samples, g;
ρ - the density of copper, g / cm3;
S - the surface of the part to be vented, cm2;
τ - processing time, min.
The study of the surface relief of the samples before and after
the micro-etching stage was carried out on a LEXT-OSL 4100
confocal laser microscope using an MPLAPONLEXT 100 objective
at a magnification of 50 times. Specialized software made it
possible to obtain images of structures [4].

The test coupons of foil-clad and non-foil dielectric FR-4 (Fig.
1) 2.5 cm × 4 cm in size and 2 mm thick with holes 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8 mm in diameter were used as samples.
Working solutions were prepared from reagents of at least
“pure” grade and distilled water.
To study the effect of conditioning, the ζ-potential was
measured, which was determined on a ZetasizerNano device. The
measurement is based on the electrophoretic mobility of the
particles according to the Doppler effect. The FR-4 dielectric was
crushed to a finely dispersed state, after which it was treated with
the test solution of a cleaner-conditioner in compliance with the
operating parameters of the process. To measure the ζ-potential, the
cell was filled with a liquid with crushed dielectric particles and
placed in a device in which an electric field with a certain strength
was created. The particle velocity was measured using the patented
M3-PALS technology [3] (light scattering with phase analysis),
which made it possible to calculate the electrophoretic mobility,
and from it the ζ- potential.
To measure the surface roughness, a contact scanning method
was used using a Mitutoyo MT178-601 profilograph.

3. Results and discussion
Considering the literature data [2, 5-8], a solution containing (g / l):
monoethanolamine 40, PEG (8000) 20, a mixture of oxyethylated
synthetic higher fatty alcohols of fractions C12-C14 (synthanol ALM-10)
5, amino-tris (methylene phosphonic acid) 7. Treatment in solution
was carried out for 5-10 minutes at a temperature of 50-55°C.
It is known that the recharge of the glass fiber surface at the
conditioning stage occurs due to the presence of cationic surfactants
in the solution, in particular, quaternary ammonium salts, however,
there is no experimental confirmation of this fact in the literature.
The effect of some substances was investigated, which,
presumably, due to their structure, being adsorbed on the surface of
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a dielectric, change its charge. Cationic surfactants of various
natures and water-soluble polymers were studied as conditioning
additives.
The conditioning ability of the selected compounds was
investigated by determining the ζ-potential of the dielectric before
and after the purification-conditioning step.
The results of the study showed that the recharge of the
dielectric surface from a negative value to a positive value after the
cleaning -conditioning stage occurs only in the presence of 0.6 ̶ 1.2 g
/ l of the Cationic surfactant K1. In this case, the ζ-potential changes
from
-57.7 mV to +12.6 mV, which is comparable to the effect
of a foreign analogue (+8.12 mV), which was chosen as a cleaningconditioning solution of a Swedish company [5].
It is known that the presence of copper ions in a micro-etching
solution promotes uniform etching of the copper surface [9, 10].
A composition containing (g / l) was chosen as the base
solution for micro-etching: S2O82- (in the form of K2S2O8 or
Na2S2O8) 38-39, H2SO4 (94-98%) 35-37, Cu2+ (in the form of
CuSO4*5H2O) 0,5. The micro-etching process mode coincided with
the mode of the foreign analogue [11] used by Russian manufacturers: t
= 20-35 ° C, τ = 1-3 min, mechanical stirring.
To assess the quality of the etching of a copper surface, the
following were selected: Ra - the arithmetic mean of the absolute
values of the deviations of the surface profile - the surface
roughness index; etching rate of the copper substrate.
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the roughness index of the
copper surface Ra after treatment of the foil-clad dielectric in a
micro-etching solution on the concentration of the oxidizing agent
is potassium or sodium persulfate in the presence and without
copper ions in the solution. The green dashed lines indicate the area
of roughness values for a foreign analogue (Ra = 0.38-0.40), red
dashed lines indicate the area of roughness values for the original
untreated sample (Ra = 0.34-0.36).
It was found that the introduction of copper ions into the
micro-etching solution, regardless of the nature of the cation in the
oxidizing agent, leads to an increase in the surface roughness index
in the concentration range of S2O82- 0.1-0.2 mol/l. The optimal
concentration of S2O82- corresponds to the interval 0.15 ̶0 .20 mol / l,
in which the roughness index of the copper surface is in the required
range of values.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the etching rate on the concentration of
the oxidant in the base micro-etching solution
The obtained dependence shows that with an increase in the
concentration of the oxidant in the solution, the etching rate
increases. Considering the permissible etching rate (0.8-1.2 μm /
min, which corresponds to the etching rate in a solution of a foreign
analogue), the range of S2O82- working concentrations is0.15 ̶ 0.25 mol
/ l.

4. Conclusion
Thus, it was found that the presence of a cationic surfactant K1
in the cleaning-conditioning solution at a concentration of 0.6-1.2 g / l
promotes the recharge of the dielectric surface from -57.7 mV to
+12.6 mV.
It was shown that the presence of copper ions in the microetching solution leads to an increase in the surface roughness and
also contributes to a more uniform etching of the copper surface.
All the obtained characteristics of the developed solutions are
comparable with the characteristics of foreign analogues.
«The work was carried out with the financial support of the
Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology. Project number X2020-028».
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the roughness index on the concentration of
S2O82- in the base micro-etching solution
The values of the surface roughness index after etching with
sodium or potassium persulfate are comparable, however,
considering the economic factor, it is preferable to use sodium
persulfate.
The rate of etching of a copper foil on the surface of a
dielectric in a micro-etching solution was investigated as a function
of the concentration of S2O82- ions. The results are shown in Fig. 3.
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Abstract: Surface quality and its evaluation is currently a very important part of surface preparation for all types of technologies involved in
surface formation. Knowledge of the new surface formation mechanism is of great importance from the point of view of producti on, because
it allows to understand the nature and properties of the newly created surface and thus gives the opportunity to both improve the processes
used and create a smooth process. surfaces. Therefore, any changes that occur in the surface layer of the component can be considered as
changes in the surface quality. The paper deals with the expansion of current knowledge in the evaluation of metal surfaces microgeometry
in terms of current trends.
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1. Introduction
The knowledge of the new surface creating mechanism has a
great importance from the point of view of production, as it allows
understanding the nature and properties of the newly created surface
and thus gives the possibility both to improve the processes used
and to create trouble-free surfaces. All changes that occur in the
surface layer of component can therefore be considered as changes
in the surface quality. [1-2]

Rz – the maximum height of profile,

-

Rt – the total height of profile,

-

RSm – the mean width of the profile elements.

SS 0.9

Ra[m]

10.91

11.43

10.59

11.22

Rz [m]

68.71

70.29

64.31

60.79

Rt [m]

84.41

86.13

76.09

71.26

RSm [m]

355.05

339.45

401.40

642.70

Parameter Ra is basic and the most commonly used for the
surface evaluation. Therefore Ra was used also in this experimental
program as the basis for comparison different surfaces. After
blasting, a comparable values of Ra parameter were achieved for all
evaluated surfaces. It can be stated, the selected types of blasted
surfaces were suitably chosen and it is possible to compare each
other.

2. Methods of surface evaluation
Planar surface characteristics – the evaluation in 2D

For 2D evaluation of the surface structure, the parameters
normalized in ISO 4287 are typically used. In this standard
computational system for evaluation of the surface profile
parameters is based on the mean line for the roughness profile,
mean line for the waviness profile and the mean line for the primary
profile.

Realized measurements and results point on the difference in
their rugosity due to different shapes (angular or round) of abrasives
used. The most rugged surface was obtained by blasting with
angular BA – corundum, where the parameter RSm reached the
lowest (and parameter RPc the highest) value among all the
evaluated surfaces. On the contrary, the smallest surface rugosity
was recorded for surface blasted with BA – SS2.

1a. Contact method of 2D measurement of surfaces
microgeometry
One of the frequently used methodologies in practice for 2D
microgeometry evaluation is the determination of parameters by the
contact – a profile method by stylus profilometer.

1b Non-contact method of 2D measurement of surface
microgeometry
In the 2D evaluation of surface microgeometry, there is also
used a contactless evaluation method. This method also enables to
measure the microgeometry at locations where the measuring tip is
unable to measure in the contact method, either because of a
limitation due to the stylus tip radius or of the surface
unavailability.

For example, on the steel sheet S355 was blasted with blasting
abrasives (BA):
angular blasting abrasives:
- steel grit (SG) with grain size of 0.71 mm,
- brown corundum (BC) with grain size of 0.9 mm,

The individual surfaces blasted with different types of blasting
abrasives were evaluated by the non-contact method using the
Olympus LEXT OLS 3000 confocal laser microscope.

- demetalised steel slag (DSS) with grain size of 0.9 mm,


-

Table 1: Average values of the parameters
Blasting abrasive
Parameters
SG 0.71
BC 0.9
DSS 0.9

When machining surfaces of materials, a new surface is formed
characterized with a new microgeometry, different from the original
surface. One of the possibilities for a surface preparation is also
abrasive blast cleaning that belongs to mechanical methods of
surface pre-treatment. The aim of abrasive blast cleaning is to clean
the surface from various impurities while at the same time
achieving a suitable microgeometry of the surface for subsequent
coating application. [3-4]



Ra – an arithmetical mean deviation of the assessed
profile,

The surface microgeometry of the samples was evaluated by
profilometer Surftest SJ-201, Mitutoyo, Japan.

In terms of component function, the geometric properties of the
surface are in many cases decisive. Therefore, it is in practice
necessary to measure a surface geometry and to determine
deviations from a mean or otherwise defined plane.

1.

-

round blasting abrasives:

The results shown in Fig. 1 - 4 confirmed the different surface
character achieved by the effects of various types of BA.

- steel shot (SS) with grain size of 0,9mm.

It is the most accurate non-contacting method for measurement
of surface roughness. It can detect all types of roughness, with the
exception of undercuttings.

In the experimental work, the surfaces, blasted with different
types of BA, were evaluated in ISO 4287 system using a set of
parameters (Tab.1), with an effort to observe the specifics of the
evaluated surfaces:
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2. Spatial Surface Characteristics – evaluation in 3D
Spatial surface characteristics enable evaluating the interaction
of parameters - surface properties with a functional environment.
Thus, it is possible to prepare the surface with desired optical,
tribological and other properties. This will greatly enhance the
importance of surface texture control in a wide range of
applications.
The spatial measurement of the surface structure and the
detailed specifications are defined by international standard ISO
25178. This standard defines spatial parameters for the quantitative
assessment of the surface in all technically important directions and
not only in the chosen direction of the imaginary cut.
Letter S denote the height, spatial, and hybrid parameters that
are defined for surface area, not only for one profile. The
designation of functional parameters by the letter V results from
their focus on the volume of the material (Fig. 5).

Fig. 1 Non-contact measurement of surface blasted by SS

Fig. 5 Functional (volume) parameters
Vmp – peak material volume, Vvc – core void volume,
Vmc – core material volume, Vvv - valley void volume

2a Determination of 3D parameters and surface appearance
reached by contact method
3D surfaces were prepared by the contact method using the
stylus profilometer Surftest SJ-201, Mitutoyo, Japan. The resulting
spatial image of the surface is created by folding the parallel
profiles obtained by the contact stylus profilometer reached with a
defined scanning distance.

Fig. 2 Non-contact measurement of surface blasted by SG

Individual representations of the analysed surfaces made by
blasting with different types of blasting abrasives are shown in Fig.
6. The measured 3D parameters are listed in Tab. 2.

Fig. 3 Non-contact measurement of surface blasted by BC

a)

SS

c) BC

b) SG

d) DSS

Fig. 6 3D surface texture after blasting with different types of BA
Fig. 4 Non-contact measurement of surface blasted by DSS
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Tab. 2 Evaluated 3D parameters of blasted surfaces
Blasting abrasive
Parameter
SS 0.9

SG 0,71

BC 0,9

DSS 0,9

Sa [m]

13,5

15,2

9,21

7,41

Sz [m]

95,6

121

84,2

65,9

Smr [%]

0,00631

0,0119

0,00889

0,0185

6.51

7,09

7,93

6,78

Vvc[mm3cm-2]

Sa – arithmetic mean height, Sz – maximum height,
Smr – areal material ratio, Vvc – core void volume

c) DSS
2b Surface appearance reached by non-contact method

Fig. 7 3D appearance of blasted surfaces, confocal microscope

3D images of blasted surfaces by the non-contact method were
performed with a confocal laser microscope Olympus LEXT OLS
3000, Fig. 7.

Both measuring systems – contact and non-contact, are
comparable only when measuring surfaces with a simple profile
geometry such as flat optical surfaces or elevations. The differences
in measured values are due to the different principles of surface
sensing, different measurement accuracy, and interaction between
measuring device and investigated surface.
The realised measurements show that this method is sensitive
enough to display blasted surfaces. Compared to the contact
method, non-contact method is less time-consuming, however
measuring device is more expensive than the conventional stylus
profilometer.

3. Conclusion
Surface roughness is a geometric property of the surface.
Various characteristics and parameters are evaluated on the surfaces
of the components, which are considered to be surface roughness
criteria in terms of applicable standards. Measuring surface
microgeometry is essential to determine the suitability of a surface
for a particular application. It is therefore necessary to choose the
correct procedure for determining the microgeometric parameters in
order to make a detailed description of the surface.

a) SS

In addition to 2D parameters, it is necessary to evaluate the
interaction of the surface with the functional environment with 3D
parameters, which allows to ensure the most suitable surface quality
with the required optical, tribological and other properties. This will
significantly increase the level and quality of surface texture
management in a wide range of technological applications.
Acknowledgement: Authors are grateful for the support of
experimental works by projects VEGA No. 1/0154/19 “Research of
the combined technologies of joining dissimilar materials for
automotive industry”.

b) SG
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Abstract: Industrial growth depends significantly on energy supply. Nearly every industry that uses a significant amount of power uses steam
and steam generators. Using boilers fired with pulverized coal and steam turbines operating on the Rankine cycle generates ab out 40% of
the world's power. There are few types of boilers including Fire-Tube, Water-Tube, and Waste-Heat. This paper will analyze the suspension
structure of Water-Tube boilers welds, the critical section on hooks, the stress in tube wall, and equivalent stress distribution on buckstays
under the influence of vacuum and overpressure. For analysis are used two methods, described in this paper. Both methods require
numerical solutions of given geometry and loads. Because of the large number of finite elements, a tube wall is approximated by an
equivalent orthotropic plate with equal elastic properties as a tube wall.
Keywords: FEA/FEM, DOWNCOMERS, BUCKSTAYS, SUSPENSION STRUCTURE, STEAM BOILER, STEAM GENERATOR

1. Introduction
Basic human needs can be met only through industrial growth,
which depends significantly on energy supply. The significant
increase in population during the last few decades has placed a
tremendous burden on the electrical utility industry and process
plants. They produce chemicals, fertilizers, petrochemicals, and
other essential commodities, resulting in additional capacity needed
in power and steam generation throughout the world. Nearly every
industry uses steam. Steam generators, and heat recovery boilers are
vital for plant operation and processing.
Several technologies are available for power generation, such as
gas turbine-based combined cycles, nuclear power, wind energy,
tidal waves, and fuel cells, to mention a few. However, using
boilers fired with pulverized coal and steam turbines operating on
the Rankine cycle generates about 40% of the world's power. [1]
Steam production requires thermal energy. When water is
heated, its temperature rises. At normal atmospheric pressure, if the
water temperature is at 100°C and additionally heated, the water
temperature will not increase but converts some of the water into
the steam. Steam quality relates to moisture present in the steam
where 100 % quality specifies no moisture content, and 0% quality
specifies all liquid. When applying additional heat to steam, it’s
temperature will rise, and it will cause steam to dry, thus the quality
of the steam increases. The transition from liquid to steam is
happening in a steam boiler. There are three types of boilers: FireTube, Water-Tube, and Waste-Heat. [2,3]

Fig. 1 Tube wall cross section and corresponding equivalent
orthotropic plate [4]
To calculate the members of the elasticity matrix of equivalent
plates, it is essential is to know the dimensions of tube wall crosssection, as shown in Figure 1, where D = 57 mm, δ=5,6 mm t = 6
mm, and b = 23 mm.
It is necessary to know material and material properties. The
tube wall material is 16Mo3. Under calculation temperature of
ϑ=356°C, the Young’s modulus of elasticity for this material is E =
178070 MPa, yield strength Rp0,2 = 173,08 MPa and the value of
Poisson's ratio is ν=0,3. [6, 8]

2. Problem description and analysis
This paper aims to verify the existing structure of the WaterTube boiler and determine whether design changes are needed. The
verification will be performed by determining the utilization
percentage of the suspension elements. Utilization results are
obtained by comparing the stresses obtained by FEM analysis and
allowable stress of the material. Welds, hooks, and radiated tube
walls of the Water-Tube boiler will be analyzed.

In order to get needed results necessary for further analysis of
downcomers influence on suspension structure, using software
package Abaqus/CAE, steam boiler model is created from available
documentation.
The finite element model contains one-half of the boiler
geometry due to the single boiler symmetry. Figure 2 shows the
finite element model used for analysis.

Discretization of real geometry of tube wall with classical finite
elements will result in a large number of created finite elements and
nodes, which will cause the long calculation time. In order to reduce
calculation time, the discrete model needs the reduction of finite
elements and nodes.

There are three types of loads on the tube wall, vacuum and
overpressure caused by the flow of combustion gases, the pressure
of the working medium inside the membrane wall pipe, and the load
caused by the self-weight of the structure and the working medium
[3]

An equivalent orthotropic plate approximates the tube wall with
the same elastic properties as the actual tube wall. Applying this
approximation, the number of finite elements and the time required
for computation will reduce significantly. Figure 1 shows crosssections of tube wall geometry and equivalent orthotropic plate
geometry.

Due to the symmetry of the model, it is necessary to set
symmetry boundary conditions. The displacement boundary
condition is applied to the appropriate location on the model.
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calculated for welds on upper and lower hooks and critical sections
of upper hooks.
Further, equivalent stress is calculated individually for each
weld on an upper and lower hook and at a critical section as
follows:

 eq  1,25  b   N   4 2
2

(1)

Where  b represents bending stress, normal stress, and  is
shear stress. Equivalent stress is compared with allowed stress:

 all 

Rp0,2

(2)

S
Where S = 1,35 is the safety factor according to EN 1993-1.

Equivalent and allowed stress ratio give utilization:
U

 eq
 all

(3)

Loads caused by masses of downcomers through backstays and
hooks cause additional stresses on side tube walls. Due to the
mentioned loads, the biggest deformations appear in areas around
level A and level E. So, those tubes are isolated and for each one of
them, internal forces and moments are extracted from cross-sections
equally spaced along the length of the tube.
Fig. 2 Finite element model of steam boiler

3. Results of analysis
This analysis uses two methods. First, numerical-analytical
analysis, to check welds between fins and hooks and also to check
the hook's critical section. The same type of analysis checks stresses
within tubes of tube wall caused by downcomers weight. The
second approach is a visual evaluation of the stress distribution of
supporting profiles and buckstays.
For checking the welds and critical sections of the hooks,
extraction of numerical data is done for observed hooks suspension.
Those numerical data contain normal forces, shear forces, and
bending moment for each hook. Figure 3 shows the hooks geometry
side view with belonging force caused by moment. Bending
moment, caused by the influence of downcomers load, through
buckstays affects hooks as force couple on distance L = 245 mm.

Fig. 4 Buckstays sections naming
Due to corrosion and deviation, it is necessary to reduce the
wall thickness of a tube as follows:
ec  e  c2,out 

c1
e
100

(4)

Where e = 5,6 mm represents wall thickness of a tube, c2,out  1
mm is wearing due to corrosion, and c1  12,5 % is negative
tolerance. Calculation of inner di and outer do diameter is possible
using previously described dimensions.

Fig. 3 Side-view of hook geometry [8]
Based on figure 3, and forces extracted from finite element
analysis, normal stresses, shear stresses, and bending stresses are
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do  D  2c2,out

(5)

where D = 57 mm and it represents nominal tube diameter.

di  dv  2ec

(6)

Based on those diameters, cross-section area, section modulus,
and torsional modulus are calculated. Also, the same parameters
within combination with internal tube pressure due to working fluid
pc  9,2 MPa, are used to determine axial  x and hoop   stress.
Internal forces N, Q1, and Q2, and internal moments Mt, Mb1,
and Mb2 are obtained from Abaqus, where N represents cross-

Fig. 6 Utilization of buckstay at level E vs. height of steam
boiler under influence of vacuum

section normal force, Q  Q12  Q22 transverse section force, Mt
torsional moment, and M b  M b12  M b22 is bending moment.
Internal moments and forces are used to calculate all stresses in
cross-section, including normal stress  N , bending stress  b ,
shear stress  Q , and torsional stress  t . All normal stresses summed
up to obtain total normal stress:

   b   N   x

(7)

Normal stresses can be compared with circumferential stress
under the following conditions:
• if both are positive or both negative, it is considered the
absolute value of bigger one,
• if they have opposite signs, they are summed up as an absolute
value.
Results of the comparison are  n1 and  n2 . Using the
following equations, takes the shear and torsional stresses into
consideration.

 eq1   n12  3  Q   t 

2

 eq2   n2 2  3  Q   t 

2

Fig. 7 Utilization of buckstay at level E vs. height of steam
boiler under influence of overpressure

(8)
(9)

The maximum value of calculated equivalent stress is used to
determine the magnitude of utilization:
U

max  eq1 , eq2 

 all

(10)

Diagrams shown in figures 5-7 presents utilization results.

Fig. 8 Utilization of buckstay at level A vs. height of steam
boiler under influence of overpressure
Checking of equivalent stress distribution in buckstays and
supporting profiles is done by visual inspection. The following two
figures show the most critical level E under the influence of
overpressure.

Fig. 5 Utilization of buckstay at level A vs. height of steam
boiler under influence of vacuum
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Fig. 9 Equivalent von-Mises stress distribution on critical section
(level E) under influence of overpressure
Linear beam section stress at element nodes includes the
torsional modes calculated for the beam elements because the beam
elements have torsional stiffness. So, due to torsion influence in
backstays, total beam stress shows the maximum value of 173 MPa.
For comparison, maximum stress at integration points is 94 MPa.

4. Conclusions
The first part of the analysis includes checking welds between
hooks and tube wall sheet metal as checking the critical sections.
The analytical calculation uses forces and moments obtained from
numerical solution on the location where tube wall and hooks
connect. The ratio between equivalent and allowed stress is
calculated and represents the utilization of the material.
The second part of the analysis contains downcomers and
suspension influence on the tube wall. The results of the analysis
are shown in figures 5-8. It is noticeable that a considerable number
of tubes exceeds a maximum value of utilization, which means that
equivalent stress surpasses the allowed value of stress. Because
utilization surpasses 100%, it is determined that additional changes
in the design of suspension elements are needed, or experimental
procedures should be applied to ensure that those parts will not
break.
The last part of the analysis is checking of equivalent stress
distribution on buckstays. Level E is the critical buckstay. It is
visible in figure 9 that torsional stress causes high equivalent stress.
Buckstay's open profile is the main reason for that, due to much
lower stiffness and strength than the "closed" section. It is
recommended to use "closed" cross-section profiles if possible. This
will be the subject of a different investigation to provide safe
operation of the analyzed Water-Tube boiler.
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Summary: In the process of decommissioning of nuclear power facilities large metal waste quantities are generated which have to be
processed in an appropriate manner. An optimal approach, adopted in a world-wide scale, is their meltdown at the final stage of treatment.
Depending on the residual radioactive contamination, metal obtained thereafter may be directed for application in the industries, without
limitations, or used on restricted purposes (production of radioactive waste containers, bio-protection means, etc.).
KEY PHRASES: RADIOACTIVE METAL WASTE, METALLURGICAL DECONTAMINATION
the NPP’s Units. Volume reduction may be achieved only through
waste melting and pouring of the metal fluid in consoles of
appropriate volume and shape. Thus the metal volume, dispatched
for disposal, may be reduced from 20 to 50 times.

Introduction
The requirement for applying best international practices in
radioactive waste management, aimed at reducing waste through
recycling or its second use, as incorporated in the Updated
Management Strategy for Spent Nuclear Fuel and Radioactive
Waste till 2030, has necessitated the development of the pre-design
studies on the designing of metallurgical decontamination
installation for radioactive contaminated metals originating from the
dismantling activities on Units 1-4 of ―Kozloduy‖ NPP (1).

For the above mentioned causes, engineers, process flow experts
and researchers have to look for efficient methods, technologies and
installations to utilize such waste, to manufacture products suitable
for application in the conventional industry or capable of long-term
shelf life.

The operation of metallurgical decontamination installation for
radioactive contaminated metals will reduce the volume and weight
of radioactive metal waste through meltdown of metals from the
dismantling activities on Units 1-4 of ―Kozloduy‖ NPP. In the
process of melting a final product will be obtained of homogeneous
structure, simple geometry, well established chemical and radionucleotide composition, significantly reduced volume and in its
bigger part – capable of releasing for utilization by the industry.

Around 95% of radioactivity in metal wastes, generated upon
dismantling of NPP’s equipment, originates from the isotopes of
cesium-137 and cobalt-60. In the process of metal meltdown, the
major radio nucleotides of a longer semi-decomposition period
(cesium, strontium, uranium, plutonium) are transferred to the slag
and dust, retained by the filters; in the metal mainly remains the
isotope of cobalt-60 (with semi-decomposition period of 5,3 years),
homogeneously distributed in the ingot. Thus storage time is
significantly reduced, where requested, till reaching the levels for
releasing from regulatory control (4).

Problem Solutions
In the process of decommissioning of nuclear power facilities, big
metal waste quantities are generated which have to be characterized
and treated in an appropriate manner. In respect of metal wastes, an
optimal approach is their melting at the final stage of treatment.
Depending on residual contamination, metal obtained after
processing may be directed for industrial application, without
limitations, or used on restricted purposes (production of
radioactive waste containers, bio-protections, etc.) (2).

Criteria for Selection of Technology
On the basis of the above considerations, upon the selection of
concrete decontamination technology the following criteria shall be
taken in view:

Waste flows from operation, subject to disposal, shall be
characterized and sorted, to apply the best available techniques in
decision-taking regarding their treatment and/or decontamination.
Reduction, compaction and burning are some of the processes
which may prove feasible. The costs, regulations, transport and
availability of facilities are a part of the problem.



Safety: The applied method shall not provoke increasing
of radiation which may affect the exposed staff and the
surrounding environment. Inhaling of radioactive dust and
aerosol particles, generated during decontamination, shall
be prevented. No other types of contamination shall be
permitted, such as chemical contaminations, impact of
magnetic and electric fields, etc.;



Efficiency: The selected method of metal waste
decontamination shall be capable of eliminating
radioactivity up to the level allowing manual operation
with the decontamination products, without the use of
robots, or permitting recycling (second use of materials),
or at least their transition to a lower category of
contamination. Moreover, the selected methods of
decontamination shall be no labor-consuming, as the word
goes for large metal quantities.



Cost efficiency: In the cases of decontamination of large
quantities of radioactively contaminated metal waste, the
cost is of primary importance; thereupon accounted shall
be the ratio between decontamination costs and income
from the sales of ready products.



Waste minimization: The decontamination method shall
not result in generating larger secondary waste quantities,
requiring paying of additional care for waste disposal or
storage. This will result in committing overdue
expenditures for the protection of staff and the
surrounding environment.

Recycling of radioactive waste from the decommissioned units of
―Kozloduy‖ NPP is exclusively complicated ecological, and
moreover - technological problem.
The accumulation of radioactively contaminated metal waste in a
world-wide scale as at the year of 2014 accounts to about 4 million
tons, and around other 150 thousand tons are being added thereto on
an annual basis. Considered is that at the time being there are about
12 million tons of radioactive waste accumulated in the world of
different origin – NPPs, nuclear weapons, ships, submarines,
nuclear installations, etc. (3).
The major problem standing in front of the utilization of metal
waste from nuclear power plants is reducing the degree of their
radioactivity, aimed at their further use. Where this proves to be
impossible, wastes shall be compacted, to spare space upon their
―burial‖. The requirement is imposed, as decommissioned metals
have different sizes and configuration – thin and thick metal sheets,
pipes of different diameter and wall thickness, V-shaped iron/steel
and any other form of metal materials used upon the construction of
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Process Flow Algorithm for Metallurgical Utilization

Radiation Control

Most technologies for utilization of radioactively contaminated
metals, developed by the leading companies, include several major
stages following the Algorithm, exhibited on Figure 1.

Radiation control of metal waste, contaminated with radioactive
substances, is carried out throughout the entire cycle of its
utilization. Its application before preliminary decontamination, after
it and after melting of metal and its processing with the special
refining flosses is of special significance. Thus the further
application of obtained secondary metal is determined. Input and
output radiometric control is carried out in special chambers,
equipped with gamma-spectrometric apparatus.

Conclusion:
On the basis of the technologies, described above, a conclusion may
be drawn that in spite of the high costs of services on processing
and utilization of metal radioactive waste, mainly providing
minimization of waste volumes, the necessity of operating
specialized enterprises for treatment and utilization of metal
radioactive waste is justified. The ecological and economic
feasibility of meltdown as a method of work with metal radioactive
waste is confirmed also through the application of such
technologies by highly specialized companies, such as
Siempelcamp (Germany), Studsvik (Sweden), BNFL (Great
Britain), EnergySolutions (the USA). The activity of these
companies exhibits that processing of metal radioactive waste,
gathered and generated in the nuclear energy sector, is safe for the
surrounding environment and is of big social significance.

References:
1.

2.

Figure 1. Process flow algorithm for metallurgical utilization

Melting of Metal Waste
Steel metal waste, after processing by one of the above methods of
decontamination, enters a meltdown oven. Metal waste is melted,
thereafter at a set temperature special refined flosses are added
thereto which bind the radioactive isotopes and bring them down in
the slag. Waste is then dragged by special devices and directed for
utilization following the relevant chart.
Waste from copper and copper alloys, after preliminary
decontamination, is placed in special containers at a lot designated
for temporary disposal, after which it is fed in the induction oven
following the designated chart.
Waste from aluminum and lead is placed in special containers and
melted in heating ovens. Thereafter, depending on the degree of
radioactive contamination, it is directed for utilization in the
industry or for storage purposes.
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Technological regulation for creating a ceramic target from BaTiO3 gel powders
doped with Sn. Temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity.
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Summary: The research is aimed at creating a target from Sn doped barium-titanate ceramics. A technological regulation for the
preparation of test bodies from a material synthesized by a low-temperature sol-gel method has been developed. The physicochemical
parameters of the samples were determined and the temperature dependence of the dielectric permittivity was monitored. Physicochemical
characterization of the samples was performed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD). and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The preparation of
pure BaTiO3 cubic phase was established. The dielectric permittivity of Sn doped barium-titanate possesses a maximum value of 45000 at a
Curie temperature- Tc 40oC.
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All materials are able to store electricity as a result of the effects of
the electric field. Storage capacity varies from one material to
another. The dielectric permittivity of materials is usually given
with respect assigned to the dielectric constant in vacuum, denoted
by ϵo.
ϵr = ϵϵ0
Vacuum dielectric constant is known as absolute dielectric
constant and refers to the amount of resistance required to generate
an electric field in a vacuum. The absolute dielectric constant in
vacuum is approximately 8.85418782 × 10 -12 m-3 kg-1 s4 A2.
The dielectric constant of a dielectric material relative to that of a
vacuum is called the relative dielectric constant or dielectric
constant and is usually denoted by ϵr. The following equation
connects the absolute dielectric constant (ϵo), the relative dielectric
constant (ϵr) and the dielectric constant of a material (ϵ).
ϵr = ϵϵo
The table below shows the dielectric relative permittivity of
commonly used dielectric materials.[7-9]
It can be seen that relative dielectric permittivity of Sr doped
barium titanate ceramics is significantly higher than the other
materials.
Changes in temperature influence significantly on the dielectric
permittivity of a given material. For example, an increase in
temperature induces sharply decrease in dielectric permittivity at a
freezing temperature.

1. Introduction
Modern consumer electronics are being miniaturized quickly. In
recent decades, the progress of microelectronics has been
remarkable, as a result - all components of the electronic device are
miniaturized. For the most of them this creates a problem, but for
capacitors whose capacity value depends directly on the size, it is a
major problem. [1-3]
In order to overcome this problem, manufacturers have realized two
approaches: 1) introduction of dielectric materials with high relative
dielectric permittivity to increase the capacity, 2) creation of a new
capacitor architecture, which will not only reduce the technological
parameters, but will also increase the overall capacity of the
device.[2-4]
The typical capacitor consists of two conductive plates and a nonconductive dielectric material. The dielectric material separates the
two conductive metal electrode plates. The application of voltage to
the electrode plates of the capacitor generates an electric field in the
non-conductive dielectric material that which stores energy. The
dielectric permittivity, also known as relative dielectric permittivity,
is a measure of a material's ability to store electricity and is one of
the main properties of dielectric material.[5,6]
1.1 Effects of the dielectric permittivity on the characteristics of a
capacitor
The capacitor stores energy when an electrical voltage is applied.
The amount of electrical energy stored by the capacitor depends on
the dielectric material and is influenced by the polarization
generated with applied voltage. Materials with high dielectric
permittivity can store more energy than those with low dielectric
permittivity. The electrical susceptibility of a material is a measure
of the polarizability origin from as a result of applied electric field.
Good dielectric materials have a high electrical susceptibility. [710]
The dielectric permittivity is one of the main parameters that must
be taken into account in the case of choosing a dielectric material
for a capacitor. This permittivity is measured in farads per meter
and determines the magnitude of the capacitance that the capacitor
can achieve. Dielectric materials with high dielectric permittivity
are applied when high capacitance values are required, although, as
mentioned above, other parameters that determine the capacitance

Table 1 The dielectric relative permittivity of commonly used
dielectric materials
Material
Dielectric relative permittivity

of the capacitor include the distance between the electrodes and the
effective area of the plate.[1-6]
The dielectric permittivity of a dielectric material in relation to
relative that of a vacuum is noted the relative dielectric permittivity
and is usually denoted by ϵr. The following equation connects the
absolute dielectric permittivity (ϵ0), the relative dielectric
permittivity (ϵr) and the dielectric permittivity of a material (ϵ).
ϵr = ϵϵ0
1.2 Dielectric constants of ordinary dielectric materials

Air

1.0006

Aluminum Oxide

8.5

Barium Strontium Titanate

500

Ceramic porcelain

4.5 - 6.7

Glass

3.7 - 10

Mica

5.6 - 8

Paper
Polyester PET
Polypropylene
Tantalum oxide

3.85
3.3
2.25
27.7

Nowadays, the miniaturization of the electrical circuit is a subject of
intensive studies. Smaller components are required for the
production of miniature circuits. Materials with high dielectric
permittivity are used in case of smaller capacitors.

(1)
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2. Experimental part and discussion
The main developments in the present work include the synthesis of
barium titanate phases and the preparation of test specimens in
order to determine the dielectric permittivity of the material.
The Sn doped BaTiO3 phase was synthesized by low-temperature
sol-gel method. The modes of monophases preparation were
presented in previous publications. The test samples were obtained
according to a certain technological regulation in the following
sequence:
Stabilized sols and gels with desired properties are obtained by solgel technology. The mixtures for pressing of the necessary samples
are prepared using 10% polyvinyl alcohol. The pressing is carried
out in metal molding equipment. The samples are placed in a
ceramic vessel with α-Al2O3 backfill and thermally treated to
1000°C for 3 hours in order to burn the plasticizer and biscuit the
product.
The final sintering is realized at 1250oС in order to achieve the
necessary strength. After cooling, additional machining follows
until the test samples are obtained. (Fig. 1)

Fig.2 Determination of the relative dielectric permittivity of Sn
doped BaTiO3.
In Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the relative dielectric
permittivity of Sn doped BaTiO3 on the temperature at which the
measurement is performed. The resulting curve is typical of
ferromagnetic material. The high value of relative permittivity
45000 is impressive. The Curie temperature (Kc) at which the
transition from para electric to ferroelectric (40°C) takes place is
significantly lower than in comparison to the untreated BaTiO3
(120°C).

Fig.1. The sample of a ceramic target from doped with Sn
BaTiO3 gel powders.
Some physicochemical parameters of the test samples are
presented in the following tables. Table 2 presents data concerning
test specimens of Sn doped BaTiO3 before sintering at 1250°C.
Table 2. Presents data concerning test specimens of Sn doped
BaTiO3 before sintering at 1250°C.
Diameter [mm]
Thickness [mm]
Mass [mg]
17,91
2,38
2856
17,63
2,35
2856
17,65
2,28
2856
17,71
2,36
2856
Average 17,725
Average 2,3425

Fig.3 SEM of Sn doped BaTiO3 phases of ceramic target

1

One of the samples shows the best results after annealing and its
physical parameters are measured - Table 3.
Table 3. The best results after annealing and its physical
parameters
Diameter [mm]
Thickness [mm]
Mass [mg]
18,81
2,21
3183
18,98
2,25
3183
18,92
2,27
3183
18,90
2,30
3183
Average 18,91
Average 2,26

4

3
The very good coincidence of the weight (mass percentages of
Sn) determined by EDS (5.41) and the calculated ones (5.419) is
impressive.

3

The density of the test specimens (ρ = 5.02 mg / mm ) is
characteristic for the cubic and tetragonal phase of pure BaTiO 3,
obtained by solid phase synthesis. [9-10]

3. Conclusion
Sn doped barium titanate ceramics, with a very high value of
dielectric constant and Curie temperature (Kc) close to room
temperature was synthesized by sol-gel method. The ceramics thus
obtained is promising for use as a supercapacitor in miniature
electronic devices, and could also be used in electric vehicles. Sn

Table 4. Thermal treatment of the test samples of Sn doped BaTiO3
ceramics test samples

The next step in the study is to determine the dielectric
permittivity of the sample
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temperature

temperatue
value

soaking

temperature
value

time for
reaching

temperatur
e value

C1
C2
C3
C4

120
700
1000
50

t1
t2
t3
t4

60
120
120
30

u1
u2
u3
u4

120
300
120
420
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doped titanium ceramics possesses many times higher dielectric
constant than non-doped BaTiO3 at a significantly lower Curie
temperature.
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Abstract: Multiscale mathematical modelling requires cross-cutting work with all areas of mathematics. The simplest proof is the
mathematical experiment. An example is the finite element method, which is already used in quantum mechanics. The presented results are
interesting for us, such as the 3D printer application and epitaxy.Numerical experiments for micron-sized hardening are shown.
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1. Introduction – mathematical modeling of phase
transition in foundry

are coefficients of thermal capacity, density and heat conductivity
of the liquid and solid phases; the multiplication
is heat
source at the front.

It is well known that Stefan’s problem is used for mathematical
modeling of the fundamentals processes of the material science:
first order phase transition (A) and second order phase transition
(B). The classical Stefan’s task [28] in 1D case is shown on Fig. 1
[17]:

Aim of this work is application Stefan’s problem of local model
area in the tow phase transition (A) and (B).

2. Solid state physics and Quantum mechanics and
Quantum physics to Multi-scale models
Atomics structure; the chemical bonds between atoms; the
arrangement of atoms in materials; creating the phases structure and
their transition are the basic knowledge of material science [17]. We
present the development of materials science as follows on the base:
metal physics [29]; metal science [1]; heat treatment [2]; physics of
solids [22], solid state physics [8] and solid state physics [12];
solidification process [1 and 11]. Modern materials science is
impossible without the extension of the engineering application of
the processes phase transition based of the next scheme:

a)

b)

Fig.1 Stefan’s task 1D [17] case x  [0÷): describing of nonstationary
temperature field with phase transition Liquid  Solid and moving the
interphase plane surface (front). Definition
– initial liquid temperature;
To – external temperature at x = 0 and t =0; Tm – melting point; GS and GL
are temperatures gradients at the front; R is the front speed; Qm is latent
heat of melting. a) Stefan’s task of superheating liquid with plan – front
depend of high ratio GL/R (slow cooling). Under is the idea of non plane
front by thermal conditions at the front [17]; b) Stefan’s task with
undercooling zone at the front. Under stable dendrite at respective termal
conditions at the front [17].

.

2.1 First order phase transition - solidification
We are looking for a connection between crystallization [1] and
solid state physics [22, 12 and 8] through: problem (A, 1) and work
[11]. The mathematical form of the heat fluxes GS, GL and the right
part of eq. (A, 1, 1) are:

Stefan’s task (see Fig. 1 a):
-equations for Solid (S) and Liquid (L) phases are:

,

,

(A,1)

-Stefan’s boundary condition at interface with temperature of the
melting point Tm is:
,

where
.

(A, 1, 2)

On the base of the classical Stefan’s task [28, 1 and 11].
Thermodynamics of crystallization [11]: Parameters: G, H and
S are changes in the free energy, enthalpy and entropy of a mole
of a substance;

(A, 1, 3)

Change of free Gibbs energy in the first order phase transition or
eq. G equilibrium free energy at the front or crystallization driving
force at Tm [11];

(A, 1, 1)

-initial conditions:
TL(x, t=0) = const, for x  (0÷)
-boundary condition at x = 0
T0 = TL (x=0, t=0) and

(A, 1, R)

T0 =TS (x=0, t) after appearance of the new solid phase, (A, 1, 4)
where T is temperature; GL(S) are temperature gradients at
interphase; Qm is latent heat of melting; R is front speed; c,  and 
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where T = Tm – T is supercooling;
Free energy of the Liquid and Solid phases [11]:
When using the Gibbs potential [29] in a system with total amounts
of substances, only such processes take place in which the
thermodynamic potential does not increase. They stop as soon as G
reaches a minimum, i.e. thermodynamic equilibrium occurs.

where VL(S) and SL(S) are volume and entropy of an mol of the liquid
and solid phases;
Equilibrium at interface surface (front) [11]:

Similarly, of Gibbs thermodynamic potential, other functions can be
used at the for a given volume V and temperature, which is the free
energy Helmholtz is [29]:

where TP is change in equilibrium melting temperature from
pressure P change;

and maths methodology of F and equilibrium condition are [29]:

Interface surface curvature influenced on melting temperature
[11]; The curvature increases the pressure only in the solid phase:
at GL=GS, where Tr is supercooling causing (reducing) the
crystallization temperature caused by the curvature of the front;  is
the average curvature; r1 and r2 are the main radii of curvature of
the front;  is surface energy (tension); at positive curvature (peak
of dendrites) (convexity) the equilibrium temperature decreases and
Tr is positive. Mathematical-physical methodology is:

F  min means [29] that of all the states of thermodynamic
equilibrium at given values of V and T corresponds only that which
has a minimum free energy. In metals [29], based on a negligible
change in volume in many processes, it is accepted to work the free
energy F, and not with the thermodynamic potential G, although the
latter is more correct. For further consideration of reversible
changes, comparing close states in condition of equilibrium (dG)
and (dF), the equal sign (=) should be taken. And hence the
proportions [29]:

;
State of thermodynamic equilibrium of a system [29]: 1. Phase
[29] (system) is a homogeneous system of (volumes of substance
that do not differ in composition, properties and physical state); 2.
Multi-phase system [29] is a heterogeneous system of (volumes of
substance, which differ in composition, properties and physical
state: liquid and solid, a mixture of crystals with different
structures). Influence chemical composition: the quantity of
substance is given in moles or gram atoms [29]; the total numbers
of components is K= k and  =  and the phases number are the
molar number Nk. Extensive quantities [29] are proportional to the
amount of substance: volume V, mass M, energy E, enthalpy H,
entropy S; These quantities, which are not proportional to the
substance quantity are called the intensive quantities: density ,
temperature T and  (density = mass/volume) is clear to be an
intensive quantity. Maths representation of molar number Nk and
extensive quantity  homogeneous function of the first degree and
Euler’s theorem is true for them in a heterogeneous mixture [29]:

The presented methodology: State of thermodynamic equilibrium
of a system based on [29] can be used in more general cases – in the
presence of a magnetic field B for a magnetizing body and the total
magnetic moment dm changes and additional work Bdm is spent. In
that case is necessary more general formulation of the first law of
thermodynamic and the maths methodology for G with Bdm and
equilibrium condition are [29]:

And here at constants p, T and B we have the condition dG0 and
the consequences of it;
Phase equilibrium in a material [29]: Possible internal conditions
determining the balance between the components of the system i.e.
for infinitesimal changes in the thermodynamic potential
dG = dG + dG = 0 i.e. dG min.

(dG, min)

Given p, T and the total amount of substance, changes are possible
only with respect to the composition, i.e. a small amount of the
component can pass from one to another. The numbers of moles
[29]
of the component k in phase
change with

Principle of extremity for comparable states with imposed
restrictions for them [29]: equal pressure p (atmospheric) and given
temperature T. The equilibrium state is determined by the condition
for minimum of the Gibbs thermodynamic potential [29]:

magnitude
at
. Chemical potential (or
partial thermodynamic potential) is [29]:
.

where U is internal energy. The condition of thermodynamic
equilibrium of the 1st and 2nd laws of thermodynamics

Equilibrium condition [29] is conect with dG,
:

and the principle of extremity – the maths methodology [29]:
159
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 follows

,
which is running  dNk/;  component k 2 phase equilibrium in
material is [29]

.
Equilibrium of two phases is equality of the two chemical (or
partial thermodynamic) potentials, i.e. have the same values for
). The quantities 
each component of both phases (see eq.
are intense quantities (similar to p and T) and depend on the relative
quantities of the substance, i.e. the molar parts and the action of the
Euler’s theorem for homogeneous functions is Gibbs [29]
thermodynamic potentia for phase materials (GTP, pfM):

Gibbs phase rule [29]: Equilibrium of  phases as for each
components we have (-1) equilibrium conditions, because the total
number of conditions is K(-1), where K is the number of
components. Equations are more numerous than variables because
some of the variables can change at equilibrium. The number of
such variables Z is determine by the rule of Gibbs [29]:
.

.

(GTP, phM)

Note [29]: at characteristic variables p, T and xk for   have K 1 independent variables i.e. (K-1) variables  the full number of
parameters is (K-1) + 2 as at equilibrium equations number is
K(-1). So for Z acording Gibbs rule is obtain: Z = [(K – 1) + 2]
– [(K – 1)]. In condensed system with only liquid and solid
phases, which is an advantage of reducing the degrees of freedom
by one:

Molar thermodynamic potential (, MolTP) is  [29]:
,

(Gibbs, 1)

(, MolTP)

the summation is performed only in the considered phase.
Binary system with components A and B [29]: the independent
variable is the molar part xB and xA = 1 – xB. At given quantities
pressure p and temperature T the two phases to be thermodynamic
equilibrium is a mathematical-physic-chemical methodology is:

.

(Gibbs, 2)

Inportant [29]: At binary systems (K = 2) there is not more of two
quantities which can be change arbitrarlly (at  = 1) therefore equilibrium
conditions can introduced graficaliiy in the coordinate axes of the plane T, x
i.e. is called a state diagram or phase diagram of the respective system.

Characteristic regions [29] (see Fig.1.1) (phases) liquid (L) and
solid (S) and between them is intermediate (heterogeneous) region
(LS). Boundaries between regions (phases) are: boundary (line)
between L and S is call liquidus; line between LS and S is call
solidus. At condensed system  = 2 and from eq. (Gibbs, 2) Z = 1
i.e. only the temperature or only composition can be set.
.
Important meaning [29] of chemical potential k of component
k is a function of the composition of the phase. Thermodynamic
quantities [29] are determined to the nearest additive constant, i.e.
change of the chemical potential of the chemical composition as the
quantity:

k – k,
where the above index k indicates the chemical potential of the pure
component. The interaction [29] of two components A and B is
presented with a mathematical scheme
and used the
following symbols: R is gas constant; T is temperature; xk is molar
fraction; ak is activity, fk is coefficient of activity; k is steam
pressure above the consider phase; k is steam pressure above the
pure component at the same temperatures; EFzk is work performed
to convert one mole of component k in pure state into a solid
solution composed of xk; F is Faraday’s number; zk is ion valence;
E is an electric driving force occurring between the pure component
k and the solid solution.

Fig.1.1 Example of idea of a state diagram for a binary system (alloy) of
two pure metals A and B with regions [29]: Liquid; liquid and solid; Solid:
,  +  ,  ; boundaries are lines between regions: liquidus line between
Liquid/(liquid and solid); solidus line is between /((liquid and solid) and 
+  ); horizontal line between ( +  )/(liquid and solid); line between
/((liquid and solid) and  +  ); the boundaries of the regions  and 
phases are name saturation lines; pure metal A and pure metal B; the
mixture x and x are the saturated quantities forming the solid solution as
a mixture of - and  - phases; x0 is composition of the mixture (alloy).

When considering the solid state, the activity ak is largely used
instead of the molar fraction [29]; coefficient fk may be greater or
least than one: fk < 1 different atom are attracted than the same and
xk is small; fk > 1 conversely the attraction between the same atoms
is greater than between the same and xk is great.

The composition of the alloy x0 is achieved changing the ratio
of the quantities N/N of the two phases as follows [29]:
and  (x0) it happens the lever rule:
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.

(Lever rule)

Equilibrium and phase stability (BS) [29]: from methodology of BS
and eq. (3, BS) and eq. (3, 2BS)  we have [11 and 29]: 1 –
Connection of molar free energy G with the chemical potential eq.
Gibbs – Duham A and B, where C is the composition of the alloy
(the molar concentration of component B); 2 – the relationship of
the molar free energy of the liquid and solid phases with chemical
potentials of the components A and B; 3 – chemicals potentials in
are
(2) A and B are functions of the composition, where

Fig.1.2. Diagram of the state of a binary system A and B in liquid and solid
state [29]: cooling experiment (from temperature T1 to T5), where x is
concentration of component B. The function (x) (black) is the free molar
enthalpy with unlimited solubility and in this case it is for both states liquid
and solid. At every temperature is Ti build for both phases the
corresponding function L (indigo) and Cr (turquoise) and compare. At
sufficiently low temperatures, the solid state is more stable, and as the T
decreases, the difference (Cr – L) must decrease.

constants (chemical potentials of pure components), T and T
are different between standard state temperature corresponding to
and the actual temperature of the system T; 4 – record the
A

B

equations from (3) for L and S phases. And maths methodology is
the scheme Binary System 2 [11]:

Definition  eq. (, MolTP) and G eq. (G, Gibbs thermodynamic
potential). At T1, Cr > L, because the member TS is crucial. When
T goes down it must take the ratios Cr (> ; =; <) L; the difference
(Cr – L) has go down too, which can be determined by eq. (dG)for
all end temperatures:

(1, )
Thus [29] for the close interval (see Fig.1.2 right) l = [0, 1] of (x),
the mutual arrangement of the two stats functions Cr(x) and L(x) is
of interest as follows: I. T=T1 Cr > L for the whole l ; II. T=T2 <
T1 Cr > L for the whole l; III. T=T3 < T2 Cr < L in l /3 and
(2/3)l Cr > L; IV. T=T4 < T3 approximately in 1st half the interval
~ l /2 we have Cr < L and in 2nd half interval we have Cr > L; V.
T=T5 < T4 Cr > L. For each [29] temperature T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, the
curves Cr(x) and L(x) leak with temperature decrease are
constructed. Thermodynamic potential of the mixture (relative to
the total amount of substance) eq. (, MolTP) and eq. (Lever rule)
([29] from eq. (, MolTP) it follows that (N+N)(x)= N(x1)+
N(x2). We replace the quantity N/ N with eq. (Lever rule) and
obtained):

And the end:
The joint solution of equations (4), (2) and (Driving force in LS)
allows deriving the dependence of the free energy of the liquid and
solid phases on the composition of the alloy. Distribution
coefficient k [11] at
of phases L and S of A (Binary system 2)
.
Then eq. (4,1) = eq. (4, 2) we obtained of diluted solution [11]:
,

(k, A, CL (S))

where of pure component A, mL is slope of the liquidus curve;
melting point;
latent heat melting of A; R the gas constant. Eq.
(k, 1, CL (S)) contains mL. But for ideal solution we equate the right
parts of eq. (4, 3) and eq. (4, 4) of the pure component B and at low
concentration we it is obtained [11]:

,

2.Type: Limited solid solubility (eutectic crystallization).
A state diagram [29] is obtained by recording the composition at
temperatures at which stable phases are obtained (see Fig.1.2 left).
In some composition x0 the solid solution and the pure substance
have the same melting point (eutectic).

(k, B, CL (S))

where of pure component B;
and
melting points of
components A and B;
latent heat melting of B.
Possible types of state diagrams [11 and 29]. Methodological
base interest: is the function  eq. (, MolTP). and the basis of
fundamental knowledge.
1.Type: Unlimited solid solubility in liquid and solid state [29].

Fig.1.3. Limited solid solubility (eutectic crystallization) of binary system A
and B [29]: a) State diagram: cooling experiment at temperatures Ti, where
i =1, 2, 3, 4, 5; x is composition. The horizontal blue line connects two
boundary compositions x10 and x11; b) Temperature dependence of the free
molar enthalpy for the solid and liquid phases at T1 and T5. The tangent to
Cr(x) at the points x10 and x11.

Then from eq. (k, Chenge of composition) and eq. (1, BS) we
can write the next mathematical scheme [29]:

For type2 at Ti i=1,2,3,4,5 the ratio between Cr and L in l; point
(IV)xINT is intersection between Cr and L of [0,1] i.e. [29]: 1. T1
Cr(x) > L(x) in whole interval l = [0, 1]. Cr(x) there is one local
maximum between two local minima and L has one global
minimum Ti; 5. T=T5 < T4: tow intersection VxINT1 and VxINT2,
Cr(x) < L(x) x[0, VxINT1], Cr(VxINT1)  L(VxINT1), Cr(x) > L(x)
x[VxINT1, VxINT2], Cr(VxINT2)  L(VxINT2), Cr(x) < L(x) x[VxINT2,
1] and we have (2/(x2 < 0).

For type 1 [29], we need definition of function (x) for two
Liquid L(x) and Solid Cr(x) states, different (Cr(x) – L(x)), which
can be deduct from eq. (dG) and state diagram the Fig.1.2 [29]:
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2.2 First order phase transition – crystallization

3.Type: Formation of intermediate phases. An intermediate phase is
a homogeneous area in which pure components are lacking.

Local mathematical model for the interface (S/L) (see Fig.1 a
and b) and as follows: front eq. (A, 1, 1) and front velocity eq. (A,
1, R); The front of solidification the based on work [28, 1 and 11]
one atomic diameter was chosen for the thickness of the surface
front (which is an idealization) (Fig.2).
Necessary start by the following formulas – frequency of jump
of atoms in liquid phase and frequency of jump through surface
liquid/solid [30] and used in [11] are atoms frequency (Af):

Fig.1.4. Formation of intermediate phase. Idea for a state diagram of two
components A and B based on a real diagram [29]. At the point of the
global maximum of interval [A, B] at T1 the composition of the L and S and
phase is the same, the intermediate phase solidifies as pure chem. element.
At temperatures higher than T1 liquid state is stable to all compounds; The
graph 1 of (x) has a bend at the point P at composition x0 i.e. Cr(x0)L(x0)
at T1; 2 – the intermediate phase  is between phases  and . The function
Cr have minimum in the minimum of  phase at composition x0. In the
region (x1, x2) the mixture of  and  phases is stable, and in the region (x3,
x4) the six of  and . The composition x0 is within the second interval, since
the region of homogeneity of  is limited by the concentration x2 and x3;
peritectic reaction: the intermediate phase is not formed by the melt, but is
formed by a reaction between the primary crystals formed and the melt.
Peritectic phase melts with decomposition. 3 – peritectic solidification of an
intermediate phase with composition x0 at temperature Т2. The appearance
of primary crystals of the liquid, which the melt and form the final
compound.

,

, at   a,

(Af)

where DL is the diffusion coefficient in liquid phase;  is the size of
jump; a is interatomic distance.
Flemings’s methodology [11] of first order phase transition
(solidification) is shown on Fig.2 in two levels – macro- and atomic
(see Fig.1):

Dependence of -function on the composition in terms of
statistical physics [29]. Consider a solid solution of NA atoms A
and NB atoms B (NA + NB = N) at heat mixing h (such as –h means
heat dissipation during mixing) and s entropy mixing; C is constant
quantity; R and T are gas constant and temperature. Mathematical
scheme for obtained of transcendent eq. (11) is [29]:

Macro-level

; Atomic-level

Fig.2. First order phase transition at continuous growth of the solid phase
from liquid [11]: Engineering realization is the Stefan’s macro-level release
of latent heat of melting Qm at Tm; Atomic-level is the change in the free
energy barrier of the Liquid/Solid phase boundary, where Gb is the value
of the activation energy for the transition of a particle (atom or molecule)
from the liquid to the solid phase; Gm is the free energy of the atoms in the
liquid. And Gb > Gm.

Formulas for continuous growth of the solid phase at the macroscopic level is [11]: G equilibrium eq. (Free energy front); critical
eq. (GC driving force), VS is molecular volume, g/ is diffusion
parameter depending on the number of atoms involving in the
transition LS at Tm,  is surface tension, a is distance between
planes; Atomic (meso-) level: eq. (LS) is for number atoms
transition by way of LS with frequencies 0 and free energy Gb;
and eq. (SL) is for number atoms in revers transition LS with
frequency 0 and free energy (Gb + Gm); k is Boltzmann’s
constant, T is temperature; eq. (net) is the frequency result net of
the transition LS; undercooling at front (called kinetic) TK = Tm
– T is > 0 i.e. Tm > T  for T  Tm we have the second eq. (net)
and the end we have the velocity of continuous growth eq. (R) and
types of border between Liquid/Solid:

Eq. (1) decreases interaction A and B of broken bonds at identical
atoms; h is accepted ~ of number A–B-connections crystal; The
effect of T is ignored. Probabilities of A  lattice point NA/N=1–x
and B is NA/N=x; z is crystal lattice coordinate number  A has on
average zx neighboring atoms B. Total number A–B-connections 
N(1-x)zx  eq. (2); for s eq. (3) and eq. (4); Stirling’s formula is
apply eq. (5) and  eq. (6); introduced x=NB/N=1–NA/N through
and receive the S of mixing eq. (7, 1) or s 1 mole eq. (7, 2) and is
always positive; from [29] eq. (1) and eq. (2) we obtained eq. (8),
symmetric function to x and 1-x and is mirror-symmetric to the line
x = ½; (0) = (1) = 0, because (x  0) < 0 (for C  0 always, and
for C > 0 eventually at sufficiently high temperatures); derivative:
1st eq. (9, 1), 2nd eq. (9, 2) [29]; for eq. (9, 1) (x)/x|x=0 = – 
and (x)/x|x=1 = + ; for eq. (9, 2): at C  0 or s formation no
need external heat and s>0 always. At (C > 0) (mixing heat)>0 and
without sufficient similarity of the atoms, heat is supplied to form S
(s). Eq. (9, 2) <0: 1. T < eq. (10); 2. limited solubility and
insufficient similarity i.e. low (E bond; T). Two minima location in
Fig.1.3: eq. (9, 1) =0 and  eq. (11). Nernst’s theorem: At T0
the system entropy S0; any solid solution cannot be in
equilibrium [10]. At require low T: 1.1 Solution decomposition ~
purer components (mixing E > 1) [29]; 1.2 No decay: no diffusion
motion at low T. Sign mixing E: 1. Methods for thermodynamic
quantities; or diffusion X-ray scattering. An important element of
the mathematical description of solidification is the description of
the first order phase transition: at the macro- and atomic-level.

The foundry has a physical idea of the solidification front:
1. Atomically smooth border – one atom thick;
2. Diffusion surface – with many folds.
Atomic-smoot border [33 and 34] (see Fig.3 and Fig. 4, 1). In
solidification processes [11] we have two types interphase border
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surfaces [11]: atomic-smoot border and diffusion border between
Liquid/Solid:

Fig.4.II position 3) and moves this section of the step one
interatomic distance. Stepwise methodology: Parameters: R is rate
of external growth of a step with an infinite radius of curvature;  is
correction multiplier =(a/)2(6LS/L); Trs is supercooling from
the radius of curvature of the step; r is radius of curvature; r* is
critical radius of curvature at equilibrium supercooling Tk; R is
rate of movement of a step with a radius of curvature r; Trs is
proportionality of 1/r; l is distance between two steps; R/l is
frequency of passing a step through at a given point; Relations:

Fig.3. Interphase boundaries [11] with steps, where l is step size, a is
equilibrium position of the adsorbed atom at temperature Tm of the melting
point: 1) atomic-smooth; 2) diffuse boundary; and a detailed graphical
representation of the diffusion boundary between Liquid/Soli phases:

Fig.3.1. Types of boundaries between liquid/solid phases [11]: 1 – line
in Stefan’s task and idea of an atomically smooth surface; Diffusion
boundary between liquid and solid phases: – graphical representation: 2, 3
and 4; Atoms located at the diffusion boundary liquid/solid with thickness
Db. In the solid phase, a crystal lattice is also represented by the sphere
inscribed in the Wigner-Seitz cell with atom.

Growth in 2D nucleation:

Degree of diffusion at the Liquid-Solid boundary on the
base (see Fig.3 and Fig.3.1) models. If we consider equilibrium of
the interfacial boundary (surface) having an equilibrium
configuration (geometry), then the number of atoms in position 1
(see Fig.4.II) at the melting temperature Tm is represent by the
approximations: (Ratios, 1 and 2) for the concentration of adsorbed
atoms (ad-atoms) na on the diffuse interfacial boundary with
concentration of the surface-atoms ns [11]:

Kossel-Stranski (KS) theory of ionic crystals (base
methodology): it is assumed with sufficient approximation that the
strength of the interaction in them is considered as Coulomb and
quantitative results are easily obtained [29]. Necessary work  to
put in bring together of two charges of some distance r is:
,

(Kossel-Stranski)

where 0 is the electric constant. Work for connecting a positive
charge e to a chain of positive and negative charges located at equal
distances r from each other [29] is Kossel-Stranski’s equation:
Here Haj is the molecular (or atomic) heat of fusion; k is the
Boltzmann’s constant. Haj = Hm/2 and (Ratio, 2) represents that it
forcibly depends on the entropy of melting Hm/Tm; In [11] is used
the results methodologically arranged by year of Flemings as
follows:

Arbitrary periodic arrangement of the electric charges for the
energy of joining of a monovalent ion is the next formula [29]:

J. W. Chan (1960); W. K. Burton, N. Cabrera, C. F. Franck (1950);
K. A. Jackson (1958); J. W. Christian (1965). (Ordered results)
,

Number of adsorbed atoms and interaction between them and in that
case (Ratio, 2) not true. In [11] the following criteria have been
adopted: Jackson: 50% filling of a boundary monolayer with
densely packed atoms is:

(Kossel-Stranski, 2)

where  is the sum corresponding to ln2 and is called the
Madelung constant. The necessary work to build a lattice of a large
number of N particles is obtained:

-4R is accepted by Jackson as a characteristic of perfectly diffuse
boundary that can be moved continuously [11]. A tightly packed for
which Hm/Tm > – 4R it is assumed that its growth takes place by
stepped mechanism. Representation of the interphase boundary by a
line based on the model of continuous growth and (see Fig.3. and
Fig.3.1) is only an idealization, because it is a region of atoms
clustered at decreasing distance to them equilibrium state [11].
Hence the general case [11]

(Kossel-Stranski, 3)
For 3D particle lattices with only Coulomb forces between
them, the magnitude Ѵ is the energy of the lattice.
On Fig. 3 are shown the Madelung’s constants /, //, /// at
different cases of attachment points for NaCl [29]: I. [29]: I./
Attachment of an ion to the end of chain [100] of positive and
negative ions located at the same distance with the Madelung
constant /=ln2=0,6931; I.// Attachment of an ion to the edge of a
planar surface then the Madelung constant is //=0,1144; I.///
Attachment of an ion to a side (001) then the Madelung constant is
///=0,0662; II. [29]: Attachment points of ions on the surface (001)
of the cubic structure of NaCl. Comparison of attachment energy is
/// < // < /. Different attachments possibly: point 1 is on the
surface i.e. min /// = 0,0662; point 2 simultaneously of surface ///
and edge // i.e. /// + // = 0,0662 + 0,1144 = 0,1806; point 3
attachment energy simultaneously is to chain, edge and surface i.e.
/+ // + /// = 0,6931+ 0,1144 + 0,0662 = 0,8737  1/2 [29]:

.
Other growth mechanisms of the new phase at the process of
solidification [11]: Stepwise growth: Interphase boundary with
steps (Fig.3, Fig.3.1), but having many band (kink) (see Fig.4.II
position 3). Atoms are deposited on the steps type (kinks) (see
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3 nor, while for the surface (100) we have 2 lat and 4 nor.
Important process: The 2nd property eq. (3) is associated with
epitaxial growth of thin film [51]. lat will remain the same at if we
accept the additivity of the energies, but nor change [34] (Stranski
and Kuleliev 1929). Separation work of half-crystal position is:

At strained lattices A and B, it is reasonable to define the misfit

I.

as … and not as … in the solid substrate model.

2.2.1 First order phase transition – epitaxy
The oriented growth [51] of one crystalline material on the
single crystal surface of a different material is called epitaxy (or
„ordered on“ from the Greek  – on and  – in order).
In epitaxy new phase growth have directions parallelism;
described by the Miler indices (crystal planes and directions) [51];
Condition of orientation is: free energy of the system minimum; In
contact, parallelism is an orientation in: fibers or texture of
crystallographic direction and in the vertical direction is an
azimuthal plane [51]; Epitaxy not require parallelism of low index
crystallographic directions; A zero angle [51] between these
direction is possible, provided that the angle is the same for all
islands (both 2D and 3D) of the delayed; parallelism is sought in
crystallographic directions with a higher index. Terms [51]:
homoepitaxy, autoepitaxy, heteroepitaxy and others. They are often
confused homoepitaxy and autoepitaxy, and clarification is made by
the chemical potential of the substrate S and the deposit material
d. Identical crystals S = d. The terms [51]: autoepitaxy and
homoepitaxy do not matter here. Different between epitaxy and
crystal growth [51]: 1. The nature of the crystal and deposited
material; 2. The crystal lattices and/or the parameters of lattice, i.e.
the two crystals differ energetically (or chemically) and
geometrically. Epitaxy is performed when the difference between
the chemical potentials of the substrate and the deposit S  d.

II.
Fig.4 Ion attachment points on plane (001) for a crystal of NaCl [29]: I. Ion
attachment to: the end of a chain [100] [29]: /=ln2=0,6931; edge of a
plane (001) lattice //=0,1144; plane (001) of the crystal structure type of
NaCl ///=0,0662; II. Ion attachment points on surface (001) [29]:
Comparison of attachment energy is /// < // < /. Different attachments
possibly: point 1 min /// = 0,0662; point 2 simultaneously of surface ///
and edge // i.e. /// + // = 0,0662 + 0,1144 = 0,1806; point 3
simultaneously of chain /, edge // and surface /// i.e. /+ // + /// =
0,6931+ 0,1144 + 0,0662 = 0,8737  1/2. It is important to note that (II)
represents an atomically smooth boundary between liquid/solid phases and
point 3 is call step. Point 3 is with the most favorable conditions for
connection to the solid phase. Atom in point 1 lowers its energy and may
further lower its energy by falling into point 3. An ideal diffuse surface is
characterized by a high concentration of such steps.
We choose this figure as a basic example of methodology [29]: their
respective relative attachment energies.

Here we introduce Markov methodology on [51]: I.
Equilibrium of phases: Undercooling: eq.(1, ), Qm and Tm are
latent heat end melting temperature, T=Tm – T; Equilibrium of
small system: eq.(1, dFequal); Gibbs free energy for chemical
potential of atoms in a droplet for the difference with the surface
energy S eq.(1, Gequal), Pv;(l), v;(l), vapor, liquid presure and
chemical potentials; S – entropy  – surface tension; nv;(l) – number
of moles of vapor, liquid phases; eq. (Gibbs–Thomsonmht) [51]:

Kossel [33] and Stranski [34] simultaneously introduced the
idea half-crystal) /+ // + ///  1/2 (see Fig.3) and [29, 31, 50
and 51] i.e. the position 3 (Fig.3 II) is the most common and is
called a repeating step. Kossel-Stranski’s theory is also confirmed
by the experiment, as the crystal grows most often by filling the
surface to the end and then begins to create a new surface. The
construction of the surface is most often done by tangential growth
(See Fig.3 II point 3) i.e. surface construction by building chain
after chain. Detailed reviewed of the theory of Kossel-Stranski are
introduced in many books for example [29, 31, 50 and 51].
Atomistic view of crystal growth
Kossel and Stranski present [33 and 34, 31, 29, 51] the idea of a
half-crystal position eq. (1) and (2) or kink (see Fig.4 II), where 1,
2 ,3 are works of separation from the respective position (Fig.4.
II); Z1, Z2, Z3 are the coordination numbers from 1st, 2nd, 3th
neighbors in the crystal lattice n [51]. The half-crystal position is 1st
properties: At T=0 the chemical potential is equal to the work of
separation work from the half – crystal position taken with the
opposite sign. The half-crystal position is 2nd properties eq. (3): The
second very important property of the half-crystal position from it
in the form, where lat denotes the lateral bonding with the halfcrystal plane and half-atomic row and nor denotes the normal
bonding with the underlying half-crystal block [51]:

II. Equilibrium shape of small solid phase on term Kossel
crystal determination of surface energy hkl [51]:

a)

;

b)

Fig.5. Crystal with a simple cubic lattice in the form of a prism are
arranged on basis (substrates) with contact areas as follows [51]: a) a
square with symmetry (100); b) hexagonal – symmetry (111).

Comparison of separation works with respect to (111) and (100)
only with first neighbors (1st properties). In (111) we have 3 lat and
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Specific surface energies determination (hkl) of contact between
substrate and crystals in the shape of columns with fcc [51]. For
convenience: contact surface symmetry of crystal is (100) (square);
hexagonal (111). The detachment energy is  hkl (columns) [51]
contact surface area  hkl is divided twice, two surfaces (substrate
and crystal) Fig.5. [51]. Eq. (hkl,100(110)), where hkl is specific
surface energy; detachment energy [51]; 1, 2 and 3 are the
works require to break the chemical bond with the 1 st, 2nd and 3th
neighbors; b2 is the area per atom; b is the interatomic distance [51].
hkl =hkl/2hkl,

2i = A + B – ,

(Dupré)

where i = Ui/AB is the specific interfacial surface energy and it is
defined as excess energy of the boundary per unit area;  = UAB/AB
is the specific adhesion energy and it is defined as energy per unit
area to disjoint two different crystals [51].
Equilibrium shape: Formation [51] of a crystal on a not owned
substrate, then surface energy Sm is lost and surface energy im
is gained, m being the area of the contact. Then eq. (1, dFequal) is
written:

(hkl)
(100, 110)

(2, dFequal)
For eq. (2, dFequai) the above 3D homogeneous system procedure is
applied and the following is reach to relation [Kaishev 1950; Müler
and Kern 2000] known theorem of Wullf–Kaischew [51]:

III. Theorem of Gibbs–Curie–Wullf and Wullf–Kaishev.
Crystal in 3D homogenous system (vapor, solution or melt).
Equilibrium crystal shape gives of mathematical methodology [51]:
T = const and V = const eq. (1); condition eq. (1,1) and eq.(2);
system volume vapor and crystal volumes V v, VCr eq. (3); condition
at number n crystal surfaces n; eq. (5); volumes vapor and crystals
eq. (6)  eq. (9); equilibrium eq.(10) and condition eq. (10,1);
Gibbs–Curie–Wullf eq. (11,1) and eq.(11,2), where P v, PCr are
pressure vapor and crystal; hn are the pyramids heights; (see
definition) Gibbs–Curie–Wullf theorem.

,
where hm is the distant from the Wullf point to the contact surface
which it is proportionality to the difference of the corresponding of
the specific surface energy m and specific adhesion energy 
(=UAB/AB) at the substrate catalytic potential is zero,  = 0, then
hm have homogeneous value and absence in substrate; and complete
non-witthing. At  = A + B = 2 (A = B = )  complete
witthing and crystal reduce to a 2D monolayer islands. In
intermediate 0<<2 incomplete witthing and the height of the
crystal will be smaller than its lateral size.
Boudary region
In principle [51], the boundary between two single crystals which
are characterized by their bulk properties can have different
structure depending on the nature of the chemical bonds, the crystal
lattice parameters, the chemical properties of both materials, etc.
classified the boundary in five groups: In principle [51], the
boundary between two single crystals which are characterized by
their bulk properties can have different structure depending on the
nature of the chemical bonds, the crystal lattice parameters, the
chemical properties of both materials, etc. classified the boundary in
five groups: I. Layers of order atoms or ad-ions. II. Layers in which
the difference between the lattice parameters is accommodated by
periodic strains due to misfit dislocations Fig.5.2 4. III.
Pseudomorphic layers in which the deposit is homogeneously
strained to fit exactly the periodicity of substrate (Fig.5.2 3). IV.
Layers due to interdiffusion or consisting of alloys, solid solutions,
metastable phases, ect. V. Layers consisting of chemical
compounds between the substrate and deposit crystal.

We consider the interaction at the contact of two half-crystals of
substrate A and deposit B (deposit material B) as the area of
contacts AA and BB of the equal as those of the contact surface AB
AA = BB =AB. At the same time, we have energy consumption
UAA and UBB and we gained energy (work) (–2UAB). Excess energy
at the AB boundary is balanced by energy 2Ui. The balance is [51]:

Models of epitaxy interfaces
The coincidence lattice model develop considers the two lattices
of the substrate and deposit crystals as rigid.
The ball-and-wire-model was developed initially to describe
dislocations in diamond.

2Ui = UAA + UBB – 2UAB.
At UAA = UBB = UAB  Ui =0 and the two crystal not interaction.
Then eq. (hkl) is used and the Dupré [1869] ratio is obtained :
2i = A + B – ,

Varational approach the position of the atoms of adjacent
crystal pplanes have been varied to fined the minimum of the
energy.

(Dupré)

Volterra dislocation model on the base of the dislocation theory
of low-angel grain boundaries.

where i = Ui/AB is the specific interfacial surface energy and it is
defined as excess energy of the boundary per unit area;  = UAB/AB
is the specific adhesion energy and it is defined as energy per unit
area to disjoint two different crystals [51].:

Misfit dislocation model deals with a linear chain of atoms
connected with elastic springs subject to an external periodic
potential exerted by a rigid substrate.

2Ui = UAA + UBB – 2UAB.

Misfit dislocations

At UAA = UBB = UAB  Ui =0 and the two crystal not interaction.
Then eq. (hkl) is used and the Dupré [1869] ratio is obtained :

Several limiting cases (see Fig.5.2) [51]: 1 interfacial bonding
AB is very weak compared with the bonds strengths AA and BB,
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parameter [2]. Johnson–Mehl–Avrami (JMA) theory of non–
isothermal conditions of a heterogeneous, solid–phase Mittemeijer
reaction suitable for practical calculations is presented with the
equation:

both crystals tend to preserved their natural lattices; 2 a special case
when lattice parameters a and b are multiples of each other, i.e. ma
= nb, where m and n are small integers such m = n + 1; 3 at (AB 
BB and AB AA) the crystal B is forced to adopt the lattice of A,
or the crystal B is homogeneously strained to fit the crystal A. Then
B is pseudomorphouce with A; 4 Misfit dislocation:

where f is degree of transition; absolute temperature; R is das
constant; k=k0exp(–(H/RT) is temperature–dependent parameter,
defined as the reciprocal value of the relaxationtime – 1/; k0 is pre–
exponential multillier, reciprocal by the value of the relaxation
constant 0; V is velocity heating/coling; H is activation energy of
the process; n is exponent characterization of the transition; n = 1
for homegenien nucleation, n > 1 heterogenien nucleation [2].
For non-isotermal transition the activation enery can definable
of approximatelly fomul, applied fo two velocity heating of the
trials:

Fig.5.2. a) Vernier of misfit; b) coincidence lattices; c) homogeneous strain;
d) misfit dislocation.

Thermodynamic criterion of the growth mode
Interpretation [51] between the adhesive and cohesive forces;
value of the misfit, resulting in an interplay between the energies of
the misfit dislocation and homogeneous strain, three different types
of thickness dependence of chemical potential can be distinguished:
1. d/dn < 0 when /a < a (incomplete wetting) at any value of
the misfit.
2. d/dn > 0 when /a < a (complete wetting) at small misfit.
3. d/dn 0 when /a < a at large misfits (transition from
complete to incomplete wetting at some critical thickness).
1. Volmer–Weber growth when d/dn < 0,
2. Frank–van der Merwe growth when d/dn > 0,
3. Stranski–Krastanov growth when d/dn 0.

where i = 1, 2; Tmax i are the temperatures in the maximum of the
transition at the two velocity of heating Vi.

3. Multiscale Modelling – foundry
Multiscale modeling in fondry we introduce on the base of
Figures 7 [31]:

2.3. Second order phase transition
Castings [1, 3, 4 and 5] go on the market after heat treatment:
Heat treatment are [1]: 1. Fundamental process of the second order
phase transition (1) to obtain the required solid microstructure and
properties of the material; 2. Thermal impact processes with
different speeds on the second order phase transition; 2.1 Heating;
2.2 Cooling. Schema of the heat treatment is:

;

Fig.7.1 A 1 a) Striations due to growth rate fluctuations in the growth
direction; b) Striations due to fluctuations in macrostep flow across the
growth surface [31].

(B)

Structures: Pure metals: ideal crystal (lattice); real structure (polycrystal grains); Alloys: type (substitution solutions and
incorporation solutions); ideal crystal (lattice); real structure (polycrystal grains); Phase diagrams: binary; alloys state diagrams:
binary; three-component; multi-component. Descriptions of heat
treatment is by the mechanism the Jonson-Mehl-Avrami (JMA)
model [17]:

1

2

Fig.6. 1 – An energy barrier separating different states with their respective
structures [17]; 2 – t0 – nucleation time [17].

,

(JMA)

where k is kinetic velocity. The final structure of the castings is
obtained after heat treatment, second order phase transition [1, 2, 6
and 7]. In work [2] matrensitic transformationare considered. The
types of transformation in the studied alloys aredefined by
thermedynamic, crystallographic and other fatures. The energy of
the defects in the arrangement was chosen as a determining

Fig.7.2 B.1. Eight modes of epitaxial growth, shown at three successive
stages in each case [31].
Work with full knowledge of Thermodynamics [10]; phase transition:
[31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49].
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Multiscale descrition: [18] [21], [53] and nanoelectronics [54]:

Stefan problem [28], D. Kashchiev [50] eq. (, W) and eq. (Z);
epitaxy I. Markov [51], S. Bushev [53] and surface nucleus eq.(I,S):
Solidification of liquid column on the substrate

Ful scheme: solution of eq. (, W), eq. (Z) and free and
technologycal solidification

Evolution and classification of quantum chemical methods [26]. ET is
kinetic energy of the electrons; EXC is exchange functionality.

3D printer – base task

It is well known that quantum mechanics was created to
describe the properties of metals (metal physics) and is quite
naturally applied in solid state physics [8, 12, 22 and 29].
Quantum mechanics N. Vitanov [15] and quantum physics L.
Litov [16] and modern powerful applications of quantum physics
are professional software science products for example CASTEP
[9].

4. Multiscale Models Results
Selection of characteristi volume 1; 2 Wigner – Zeitz cells; 3
Crystal lattice:

Graphs of work nuleus formstion and atachment/detachment
frequencies

Adaptive meshes – microns
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9.

7. Conclusions - Multiscale descriptionl
1. Mathematics: Analytical solutions complement each other
wonderfully with computational methods. For example, the finite
element method is already used very successfully in solving
problems in quantum mechanics: [14], [21], [23].

10.

2. Multiscale modeling is expanding: epitaxy, quantum
mechanics [14].

11.

3. Need for methodological research to work with knowledge
through mathematics in all areas for the purpose of mathematical
experiment [13].

12.
13.

4. Creating powerful software products for mathematical
experiments in human-computer interactions and dialogue.

14.

5. The presented results are interesting for us, such as the 3D
printer application and epitaxy. This will have a very good
development in the description of epitaxy in foundry and beyond.

15.
16.

6. It is imperative for us to create a powerful computing
infrastructure in the field of quantum mechanics and quantum
physics.

17.

7. In our opinion, an important perspective is to model and
experiment with a 3D printer, epitaxy in a collider.

18.
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